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Abstract
With the rise of dependency on online shopping and service providers, consumer ratings and reviews
help users decide between good and bad options. Reliable and useful ratings can ensure better consumer
service, product sales, brand management. Any underlying bias or external factors affecting users emotional
stability can corrupt the credibility of user feedback. Prior studies suggest that the visual representation
and design elements provided with a rating scale can affect the user’s responses, specially if the rating scales
have visual labels that generate an emotional response in users. Since there are a number of rating scale
designs used in online e-commerce sites and recommender systems, it is also important that users get a say
in which rating scale they are comfortable in using. Online marketplace still does not provide a platform to
consider user’s own choice in this matter. This preferential choice of scales can make users more involved
in the rating process and help get the best response from them. Earlier research have already proved that
users have specific personalized preferences when it comes to using rating scales to give feedback online.
Further emphasis on how this preference and visual cues together can elicit more reliable online feedback
mechanism is required in this area. This thesis aims to investigate whether the preference of users in rating
scales influences the reliability and authenticity of user’s ratings. It also explores the user’s reaction to
certain visual cues in rating scales, and how user’s preferences of rating scale are influenced by such visual
elements. A within-subject study (n = 187) was conducted to collect user ratings of popular products with six
different rating scale designs, using two types of visual icons (stars and emojis) and colour-metaphors (using
a warm-cool and a traffic-light metaphors). Statistical analysis from the survey shows that users prefer the
scale with most visually informative design (traffic-light metaphor colours with emoji icons). It also shows
that users tend to give their true ratings on scales they prefer most, rather than the scale design they are
most familiar with. The rating score analysis also demonstrates a positive shift and better consistency in the
ratings given on more visually rich scales. Based on these results, it can be concluded that user involvement
is desirable in selecting the rating scale designs, and meaningful visual cues can contribute in getting more
accurate (truthful) rating scores from users. The proposed approach of user preference based rating system
has novelty because I elicited the user’s own opinion on what their accurate or “true” rating is; rather than
only relying on analysing the data received from the rating scores. This work can offer insights for online
rating scale designs to improve the rating decision quality of users and help online business platforms obtain
more credible feedback from customers which can significantly improve their services and user satisfaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
“Word of Mouth (WOM)”, is defined as communication between trading parties regarding the evaluation
of products and services [9], has been an essential part of business transactions. The enormous rise of the
internet in the past decade has made business vendors and scholars pay special attention to the growth
of electronic WOM or eWOM in the online marketplace and e-commerce sites [79], [9]. Where traditional
WOM is often also limited to closed social circles of customers, the online reviews for a product or service
are collected from users all around the world [9]. In online marketplace, product ratings and reviews have
more power than traditional marketing or advertisements. Since the internet allows users to directly express
their experience about a purchase, this is more reliable for consumers and can be used to build trust between
online vendors and buyers [19]. And this is not just limited to e-commerce for buying and selling products
such as Amazon and eBay; the online rating and review is now a “must-check before use” option for airlines,
hotel bookings, movies, restaurants, resorts- almost all aspects of modern urban life all over the world. For
customers, checking out the online ratings and reviews before considering buying is not just an option, but
an expectation form the online sellers [9]. Product ratings are now consumer-generated contents which are an
integral part of e-commerce and recommender websites [66]. Product ratings reflect the quality of products
according to user experience and are very effective in predicting product sales [66] and recommending similar
products to users. It also helps build trust between online vendor and buyers [73]. There has been steady
stream of literature dedicated to the economic effect of online feedback and how to engage users in giving
reviews that truly reflect the quality and user experience regarding products. The essential medium for
collecting user feedback online is the rating tools such as rating scales, comment boxes etc provided on the
websites. There are different types of rating scales available for consumers to rate the products they have
used. These rating scales can vary in terms of their visual presentation from site to site such as thumbs
up/down for Netflix, 5-star for Amazon, circles for TripAdvisor and so on. Researches show that different
designs of rating scale can affect the ratings given by users to a considerable degree. User’s preference
for rating scale designs also vary depending on how informative or easy to use the scale is. Despite the
importance of consumer product ratings, there is a shortage of literature on the design of the product rating
environments [92]. Online sites and recommender systems do not have any option to let users chose their own
rating scale designs. Both companies and consumers make decisions on the basis of user ratings, it is essential
to understand the degree to which these ratings can differ from their real value [92]. Consumer generated
product-ratings are taking over traditional advertising and marketing strategies. Therefore, online business
community and user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) designers must also revisit their transition from
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general, one-size-fits-all approach of rating systems to a more customized, adaptive approach. Since the
consumer reviews and feedback are the driving force of today’s e-commerce and recommender systems, the
rating scale and feedback mechanisms offered to consumers should also revolve around how they prefer to
use them.
1.1 Rating Scale Designs and User’s Preference
Rating scales are visual widgets that are used to collect quantitative input to a system from users [17].
Both ratings given on rating scales or textual reviews in form of comments from users are popular tools for
collecting users experience and opinions on a product or service. While reviews are considered more detailed
and insightful, they require more cognitive efforts from the reviewers and time to process for the vendors.
However, in the case of online products or services, many users tend to ignore reviews and depend more on
numeric ratings provided on rating scales [92]. The rating scales possess several design elements or features
which makes them unique in terms of both visual and functional perspective. These differences can be the
number of points on the scale (5, 7 or 100), the presence or absence of a neutral middle point of the scale
(e.g. in thumbs up/down scale, there is no neutral point) or the colour scheme used in scale (monochromatic
or different colours in two ends of scale). Each of these design elements can affect how the users give their
ratings on the scale. This difference of rating scores on different rating scales can create an unwanted bias
that does not reflect the true opinion of users [16]. For example, if a user is overall happy with a hotel service,
but wants some minor improvement, she/he can put a 7 on 10 on a 10-point scale. But if the hotel website
offers a binary rating scale with only thumbs up and down options, the user is forced to give an extreme
opinion which helps neither parties involved. Therefore, each rating scale has separate design factors which
influence the ratings given on them due to the design factors such as granularity, visual metaphor, midpoint
etc. [17], [18], [29]. Yet online selling platforms such as Amazon, eBay or recommender systems such as
Netflix, YouTube provide only one fixed rating scale to their users.
1.1.1 Visual Heuristics for Rating Scales
The design factors of rating scales number of points, colour, visual metaphor etc. influence rating scores, but
each of these factors have different effects on users. User’s emotional intensity while using rating scales can
cause fluctuations in the rating scores they provide [95]. Participants of surveys have certain difficulties when
using survey tools [91]. When rating scales use certain visual signals or “cues” to ignite certain response
in users, the users tend to be more engaged in the rating process. For example, using labels such as “very
poor” and “excellent!” at low and high end of a scale respectively can make users more aware of the distance
between high and low scores and they can feel contrasting emotions [55] due to this signaling. The process
of rating products also increases the cognitive load of users as a result of which, the users tend to use certain
cognitive shortcuts or “heuristics” to rate the items [93]. In this case, the rating scales which offer some sort
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of visual cues to the users can act as a heuristic measure that the users use to give ratings. In other words,
rating scales that provide meaningful signal or cues by using certain visual elements or labels to ease the
cognitive load of users, can contribute to getting more meaningful ratings from users [91]. For instance, when
users use a rating scale that has different colours at the ends of the scale, the rating tends to shift towards
more positive ends [90]. Whether rating scales are fully labeled or only labeled at the ends also creates a
visible difference in the rating behaviour of users [65]. Using different granularity, i.e. different size of rating
scale is also a major factor influencing rating behaviour as well [4], [17], [23].
The use of effective visual designs for getting better ratings from users has potential to change user’s
rating behaviour. There is a wide gap in the research of user preferences in rating scale features and designs
and how it can affect the ratings of users. As a step towards reducing this gap, this research focuses on a novel
framework for user preference based rating scale model. The goal of this rating scale model is to encourage
users to give their true (in the sense of unbiased) ratings for a product by using rating scales which they
prefer. The rating scales should also be designed to use strong visual cues to help users give ratings which are
true and consistent to how they feel about a product. The research in this thesis aims to make contributions
in the area of e-commerce by developing a better rating scale solution for both buyers and sellers, by getting
the best possible feedback from the consumers.
1.2 Problem Statement
Engaging users in online rating and review and building trust has always been an issue for online merchants
and recommender systems [11]. Positive or negative online ratings play a huge role in [19] product sales
as well as the trust between buyer and seller [43], [41]. Prior studies suggest that respondents often face
difficulties in using rating scales and they assign meaning to the visual elements present in the rating scales
[91]. Therefore, providing a customized and personalized rating system can enhance user’s engagement in
rating process. Rating scale visualization should help users in the rating process by reducing their cognitive
load [61]. By providing meaningful visual cues such as certain icons on scale points(thumbs or emoji) and
different colours to identify meaning of each point on a scale can help users visualize the weight of the scores
that they are giving as well. Since users can interpret such visual cues and assign meanings to each cue, it
is very important to understand what meanings they are assigning to these cues. However, none of the prior
studies on visual heuristics of rating scales explore which visual cues stimulate users towards more honest
or truthful rating scores. By “true rating” in this text I denote the hypothetical internal, truthful, honest
user opinion of an item (product, service, etc.). Allowing users to express how they feel about a product is
essential for both online vendors and consumers. Rating scale designs are often designed with default preset
formats which can be too monotonous for users and often fail to even persuade users to give a rating. If users
are allowed to chose their own rating scale design, it can help them be more involved in the rating process
and put more effort into rating.
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Most of the earlier studies have investigated the role of visual cues and user preference of rating scales on
the users but they did not focus on whether the ratings from the scales were truly reflecting how users felt
about the products they were rating. For instance, Cena et al. [17] used a rating scale model to study the
preferential choices of users in terms of rating scales and how that translates into different ratings on same
product, but does not provide any insight on how far these different ratings on different scales are from the
true ratings of users or which scales actually depicted the true ratings of users. The work by Gena et al.
[35] also asserts the importance of allowing users to chose their ratings scales to encourage participation in
recommender systems, but does not specify how exactly the preferential choices of rating scale can improve
system performance. This thesis aims to address both these issues: visual cues and user preference of rating
scales and attempts to understand the interrelation among user’s rating scale preference, visual cues present
in the scale and the true rating scores. The end goal of the thesis is to investigate the viability of a user
preference based approach instead of a “one-size-fits-all” approach for rating scales in current online platforms.
To summarize, the following issues are being addressed in the thesis:
• The effect of certain design elements which have cognitive connotations such as colours, icons in rating
scores.
• The effect of visual elements/cues on the preference of users in rating scale design.
• Effectiveness of giving users option to choose their preferred scale in rating process (in terms of getting
true feedback) over the current rating system where users get fixed rating scale for giving feedback.
• The role of user preference in rating scale design for eliciting true ratings from them.
• The possibility of users giving consistent and less negative ratings based on presence or absence of
visual cues in rating scales.
1.3 Thesis Overview and Outline
In order to theorize my proposed framework, I present three hypotheses and aim to answer 6 research
questions. In order to collect the user data, I designed a web-based rating application where participants are
asked to rate products of their choice with 6 different rating scale designs. I used two different visual icons:
emoji and stars with contrasting effects and two different colour metaphors, traffic-light and warm-cold with
a monochromatic neutral shade to identify the different effect of each visual cue on user rating scores.
The thesis outline is as follows:
⇒ In chapter 2, I discuss the background theories and literature which contributed to the motivation of
in this research.
⇒ Chapter 3 provides a review of related research works that are relevant to this research. And lastly,
the hypothesis proposal and research questions are stated.
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⇒ Chapter 4 presents a detailed description of the research methodology, the approach and the process
involved, followed by the workflow.
⇒ Chapter 5 discusses the process of data collection, data processing and data analysis for implementing
and validating first hypothesis which investigates the effect of visual cues in user preferred rating scales.
⇒ Chapter 6 demonstrates the frequent pattern mining and empirical tool for investigating the second
hypothesis which focuses on the true ratings of users on rating scales.
⇒ Chapter 7 analyses the statistical and empirical description of third hypothesis which focuses on the
nature of rating score on rating scales having ample visual cues versus non visually informative scales.
⇒ In chapter 8, the discussion of results from each experiment and the contribution of the research in
terms of research statement and hypotheses are stated.
⇒ In chapter 9, the discussion of the future work, limitation and summary of the implications from my
thesis are stated.
1.4 Publications from the Thesis
The research presented in this thesis has been partially published in the following conference papers:
• Maliha Mahbub, Najia Manjur, Julita Vassileva. Towards Better Rating Scale Design : An Experi-
mental Analysis on the Influence of User Preference and Visual Cues on User Response. In Proceedings
of the 16th International Conference on Persuasive Technologies, Persuasive 2021, April 12-14, 2021.
Springer LNCS.
• Najia Manjur, Maliha Mahbub and Julita Vassileva. Exploring the Impact of Color on User Ratings:
A Personality and Culture-Based Approach. In Proceedings of the 16th International Conference on
Persuasive Technologies, Persuasive 2021, April 12-14, 2021. Springer LNCS.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
With the ubiquitous presence of product ratings and reviews in the current two-way online marketplace,
any unwanted biases in ratings can affect the quality of service as well as sales [8] with potential consumers.
There are only a handful of rating scale designs such as Likert and Semantic differential formats which are
used by the User Experience designers. The comfort and cognitive effort for using the rating scale can
play a significant role when it comes to rating objects online. However, in most e-commerce sites, the user
experience designers (UX designer) do not take the users’ choice of rating scale and certain design aspects
of rating scales into account. Many studies have been conducted on identifying and mitigating online rating
and review biases caused by cognitive manipulation and user interface design elements. The majority of
these studies focused around data driven post-consumption solutions. Capturing the accurate opinions of
consumers is tricky as response biases such as anchoring bias, self-selection bias, extreme response tendency
are very much an inseparable part on consumer rating and reviews. Rating scales design decisions that make
the rating process and rating output reliable for both the online vendors and customers present a challenge
in the fields of User Experience (UX) design, Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and E-commerce. This
chapter summarizes the relevant literature and their influence on the proposed analysis and experiment on
using rating scale visual elements (colour and icons) to detect and adjust biases raised from rating the same
product using different scales.
2.1 Online Feedback Mechanism: Ratings and Reviews
With the rise of business transactions and marketplace online and era of e-commerce, WOM has also moved
from small social circle of friends and families to being freely available to everyone with a device connected
to internet [10]. Users post their review of a particular product, movie, hotel and services (e.g. Uber, Skip
The Dishes) on the online forums to be seen by millions of online shoppers. Such reviews and ratings can
collectively be defined as electronic word of mouth or eWOM. For consumers shopping online, the online
review is not just an option that they can pass over, but it’s an expected part of their shopping experience.
The role of online recommendation with both pre and post-consumption is demonstrated in figure fig:feedback.
Online feedback and consumer reviews have drastically altered the way consumers shop, playing bigger
role than traditional sources of consumer information such as advertising [58]. The 2015 report from global
trust in advertising shows that almost two-thirds (66%) global respondents say that they trust online ratings
and reviews [1]. According to a recent 2018 survey from Power Reviews, 97% of customers consult reviews for
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Figure 2.1: Product recommendation/sales and product rating, reproduced from [5]
every purchase they make, while 85% seek out negative reviews before considering purchasing any product.
The same survey also found that 50% of consumers write reviews for products they’ve purchased, which is
an increase from 42% in 2014 [2]. There is a large sector of literature that explored the economic importance
of positive and negative ratings on sales as well as building trust between online customers and business
platforms. The major areas studied were how online feedback mechanisms may help build trust between
different parties in the online markets and how positive or negative ratings on sellers impact the final prices,
the probability of a sale [78].
2.1.1 Role of Online Feedback Mechanism in Building Trust among Online Trad-
ing parties
Ba and Pavlou [11] proved that online feedback mechanism can induce trust among buyers and sellers
which can mitigate information asymmetry among online transaction process. Since online customers have
to rely on the information provided by the sellers without any physical inspection, there is a greater risk
of falling for scams, fraudulent or misleading marketing gimmicks online than in traditional marketplace.
Online vendors or sellers can easily maintain anonymity which makes such acts hard to track and bring to
justice. Given the impersonal nature of online environment, building consumer-seller trust is much more
crucial and complicated and this is where the requirement of online feedback mechanism plays a vital role.
Online feedback mechanisms allow buyers to express their shopping/consumer experiences publicly by posting
reviews and rating the quality of the service and products provided by the sellers. This feedbacks help build
trust between the potential buyers and sellers in the online marketplace [96]. The experiment conducted by
Ba and Pavlou [11] tested the effect of both negative and positive ratings on a buyers’ purchasing decisions and
willingness to pay premium price based on the feedback. The results showed strong evidence that positive
feedback from buyers induces sustainable trust for sellers and this trust in turn can mitigate information
asymmetry and garner price premium for reputed sellers. Building trust in e-commerce retail field has been
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investigated in detail by Resnick and Zeckhauser [78] by comparing the process of building trust between
traditional retailers and online retailers such as eBay. Any bad transaction online is reported within seconds
and can reach to millions of users in minutes. They introduced the reputation system for online sellers, which
collects, distributes and aggregated past behaviour of consumers. Online feedback mechanisms and reputation
systems have the same goals: building trust, customer acquisition and retention, product quality assurance,
brand development, consumer service and so on [31]. Chrysanthos Dellarocas [31] published a detailed report
on digitization of WOM and the differences between online feedback mechanisms and traditional word-of-
mouth. The literature survey provided shorthands from other published works which evaluated the effect of
positive and negative feedback on product sale and sellers’ reputation as well as the trust between trading
parties. The comprehensive studies of Resnick et al. [78] present and support the fact that positive feedback
allows goods to be exchanged at higher prices. So customer ratings directly lead to economic benefit.
All these studies follow a similar trend which shows that the online feedback from users can have a
substantial effect on the product sale, sellers’ acceptability and overall online business platforms reputation.
The work by Dellarocas [31] summarizes the findings from Resnick et al. [78] by stating following implications:
• Feedback results can affect both prices and the probability of sale for online business.
• The impact of feedback tends to be relatively higher for more expensive products and high risk trans-
actions.
• The components of feedback information that seem to be affecting consumers buying decision most, are
the overall number of positive and negative ratings, specially the number of recently posted negative
reviews.
2.1.2 Role of Online Feedback Mechanism in Online Sales
Online feedback mechanism is essential for building trust and reputation between online trading parties. This
trust and reputation has only one goal to reach eventually: increasing sales of online shopping communities.
The trust and reputation of online vendors play the most influential role for online product sales. Chen
et al. [19] focuses on the feedback provided on the products itself rather than on the sellers’ quality. The
empirical investigation on data from Amazon.com shows that an increase in consumer reviews and feedback
can improve the sale of products, specially less-popular items can benefit more from the number of reviews.
As a result of such huge impact of online feedback on online product sale and seller reputation, online
feedback collecting tools such as rating scales and review space are considered as an essential part of any
online service provider. The online businesses which do not have any online rating or review collection system
are considered highly risky and non -trustworthy by any user around the world and the role of previous user
experience is the most important stamp of approval and branding conduit for online sales. Hu et al. [43]
conducted qualitative and quantitative analysis which showed that good online reviews provided by customers
can act as an catalyst for driving products sales upwards as users can differentiate between authentic good
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and bad reviews. Duan et al. [32] investigated the persuasive effect of reviews on movie box office sales,
where online review and historical sales data are used to forecast movie ticket sales. Similar work based on
forecasting product sales based on online reviews is investigated in Chong et al. [21]. The study found that
product sales can be predicted from online reviews, promotional strategies and opinions. The effect of online
reviews on electronic and video game sales have been investigated in [27], which showed the percentage of
negative reviews having a greater effect than that of positive reviews. Li et al. [57] investigates the influence
of both numerical and textual reviews on product sales and the findings have similar notions as negative
reviews seemed to have stronger effect on creating negative impact on product sale than positive impact of
positive reviews. The study also proposed that numeric ratings can mediate the effect of negative textual
reviews. The effect of online reviews and ratings on eWOM and product sales have been proved to be
substantial and influential on several studies [41], [48], [81]. In the study conducted by Hu et al. [42], the
effect of both ratings scale and online review as feedback from users are analysed. The study developed a
model to examine the relationships between ratings, sentiments and sales. The majority of these studies on
online ratings and review analysis have illustrated significant findings which show direct impact of ratings
and reviews on products sales. Such findings amplify the importance of a proper online feedback mechanism
in every online marketplace. The challenges in the design and structures of online rating and review systems
are discussed in the next section.
2.1.3 Challenges of Online Feedback Mechanism
The task of building a strong trust and reputation system for online marketplaces and its challenges have
been studied in [60], which focuses on two -way trust building mechanism, where sellers can also give feedback
on buyers. It also shows that users are more likely to leave a review or feedback if only they experienced
extreme positive or negative experiences. This can potentially cause a distorted view of the actual service
provided by the product and exhibit just the exceptional cases. Some literature on such challenges are stated
below.
• Major challenges and some important areas of research in online feedback mechanisms have been stated
in Dellarocas [31]. The authors studied and analysed the feedback mechanism of eBay to understand
the process and properties of the system and listed some possible options to improve the performance of
the feedback mechanism. They also compared the performance of online feedback with more traditional
advertising and marketing strategies. One of the major challenges of online feedback mechanism listed
in this study is eliciting sufficient and honest feedback. Ensuring sufficient feedback is challenging since
users see no additional benefit from giving online feedback. Also, the majority of them prefer to wait
unless a product has enough feedback before posting their own, no one wants to be the first to give
ratings. At the same time, ensuring honest feedback is also a challenge since in most cases, users are
rewarded or coerced to provide their feedback for an online purchase which may lead to biased ratings.
Another study by Dellarocas shows that the success of online feedback system depends on number of
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participation and unbiased/truthful feedback [30].
• Another study on eBay’s feedback mechanism shows the effect of the seller’s reputation in online
marketplaces [73]. The impersonal and anonymous nature of online marketplace requires a strong trust
between buyer seller. There are two separate dimensions of trust on sellers: (a) Benevolence: The
buyer’s belief that a seller has goodwill and ethical motives beyond short-term profit motivations and
(b) Credibility: The buyer’s belief that a seller is trustworthy and competent, capable of fulfilling the
transaction requirements on their part. The findings from the study showed that positive feedback
comments highly increased buyers’ trust both in terms of benevolence and credibility of sellers which
in turn increased the price premium of items. When buyers trust a seller to be more credible and
benevolent, they tend to pay higher prices and when they are uncertain of a seller, they demand
monetary compensation in exchange for trust. These findings highlight the role of truthful online
feedback for building a reliable buyer-seller relationship and successful online marketplace.
• Buyers are often reluctant to provide any negative feedback on the sellers since they want to avoid
any harsh retaliation from sellers. The study by Li [56] states various issues with existing online
feedback mechanisms such as untruthful reviews, a low incentive for providing feedback, and bias
toward providing only positive feedback (since buyers want to avoid sellers retaliation). Li [56] proposes
a mechanism to provide incentive to buyers for providing feedback to increase feedback participation
and also to provide automatic feedback option to buyers in order to encourage honest feedback rather
than only positive feedback.
• The marginal impact of both the positive and negative feedback on building trust in online marketplace
has been analysed in [101] . This study showed that the impact of negative feedback is much higher than
positive feedback on the final auction price in an online marketplace such as eBay. In all of the studies
mentioned above, the online product price, profit and reputation of the seller are directly dependant
on the online feedback participation and feedback nature (positive or negative) from the buyers.
One of the major challenges of online feedback and review systems is eliciting unbiased or truthful opinions
and reviews from users. In most cases, consumers are not interested in giving feedback since there is no
significant incentive for providing feedback for them. On top of that, online review and feedback mechanism
face multiple biases: self-selection bias [58], social influence bias [86], response bias [38] and so on. During
the early years of online shopping, the online review system was concerned about how to present the product
qualities to users and feedback was solely based on user’s experience with seller and product. With the
exponential growth of online marketplace and online consumer-circle, users now start reading online ratings
and reviews before even looking at the product description, making past reviews equally, and sometimes even
more important in the decision making process. This can cause social influence bias and self-selection bias in
user ratings. Social influence and self -selection bias for an online buying decision based on previous reviews
have been the two major concerns for the scholars [9].
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Social Influence Bias: Social influence bias can occur for popular products which tend to garner a large
volume of positive or negative reviews from previous users. Many studies suggest that the motivation of a
user to post a review does not only depend on their opinion about the product, but also on the existing
reviews for that product as well [68], which contributes to social influence bias. If a certain item has mostly
positive reviews (i.e., popular among users) then a user with negative experience may hesitate to post a
negative comment due to peer-pressure. Muchnik et al. [67] showed that a random positive vote on a com-
ment created a positive herding effect in a news website and the final ratings increased by 25% on average.
Salganik et al. [80] created an artificial music market, where participants downloaded previously unknown
songs, with or without the knowledge about the other participant’s choices regarding the songs. The study
found that the social influence played more important role in a song’s success than song quality. If early
reviews of a product are subjected to social influence bias, it can eventually pave way for self-selection bias.
Self-Selection Bias: Self-selection bias, can be stated as bias that occurs if only a selected set of users
submit a review, which does not represent the general opinion of the entire consumer population for the
product [28]. This type of bias happens when the early review and feedback of consumers are directed in e
certain way (which can be either positive or negative) that do not match the review of general population
over time. Therefore, the early responses of customers to a product can cause a self-selection bias [58] in
subsequent reviews causing an anchoring effect in online reviews. For example, the fans of an author may
post only positive reviews about a new book from the author while that book may not be well received by
the general population. Thus, the positive review posted enthusiastically by the fans of the author does not
reflect the truthful review of the book, resulting in a self-selection bias in rating.
Response Bias: The traditional customer surveys such as focus groups, brings together few people in
one location to provide feedback for a product, service, idea or marketing campaign. Focus group partici-
pants are usually selected by the company themselves, typically unanimously. The participants are selected
based on their purchase history, age, gender or personality. In contrast to this, the online customer review
is not controlled by the company or website and they are voluntarily posted by customers, this can lead to
unreported response bias [38]. This study demonstrates that customer’s intention to post an online hotel
review depends on the level of customer satisfaction. Customers posting online reviews are more motivated
by extreme negative reviews than customers with positive reviews, which can cause underlying response bias.
The study also reveals that when customers are familiar with the online review posting process, this unre-
ported bias is mitigated. By simplifying review posting process for customers, the bias across the rating and
tendency to post extreme and negative reviews can be reduced.
All these biases rising from online ratings and reviews can in turn create a volatile situation for online
business and the seller-buyer trust and communication can hamper. Therefore, it is one of the major chal-
lenges for the online business community to tackle the challenges that come with online rating and review
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systems to ensure a transparent and open field for both trading parties in the long run. Since online reviews
and their sentiment analysis can be multifaceted and more prone to bias than online rating [42], the easier
and more effective way to elicit true and unbiased opinion of users about product quality is to ensure that
the online rating of products and services reflect the true opinions of past users. The average online rating is
also much faster and more convenient way for a consumer to judge a product rather than reading hundreds
of reviews and comments [42]. The literature on consumer decision making process suggests that when users
have abundance of information and options to chose from, they try to reduce their cognitive efforts by using
simplified heuristics to arrive at a decision [13], [74]. Since a numeric rating provided on a rating scale requires
less effort to process [83] than a textual review, consumers often resort to prefer using numeric ratings on
rating scales to decide about a product as well as giving ratings about a product post-consumption.
Consumers have been able to see manipulation through ratings but not reviews [41] and numeric ratings
have an easier grasp on user’s decision making process [83]. Therefore, developing an online feedback mech-
anism to elicit true unbiased opinion of its users and exploring its role in shaping consumer decision making
process are the focus of this thesis. The next section discusses the effect of online rating scale and it’s design
on the decision of online buyers and eventual product sales.
2.2 Effect of Rating Scale Visual Representation on User Ratings
Online rating scales are graphical widgets which allow users to express their opinions by means of a numerical
score [35]. Online feedback collection process is simpler and faster when users use rating scale to express
their views online. But biases discussed in previous section are also a part of responses collected from users
who use rating scales. An added element that can influence user opinion while using rating scale is the design
of rating scale and its features. There are numerous designs of rating scale that can vary in terms of colour,
number of points, use of labels, etc. The rating scores of customers provided on different rating scales can
vary depending on the design of rating scales.
The work by Cosley et al. [25] demonstrated that users can be manipulated by showing rating predictions
when users rate movies and rating scales design. The study suggests that recommender system designers
should focus more on rating interface design in order to deliver accurate “uninfluenced” recommendations.
Reidl et al. [79] analyzed two frequently used rating scales: multi-criteria and single-criteria in online
innovation communities to compare the outcome of using two different scales. The experiment results show
that using a multi-criteria rating scale has improved the decision quality of users and their satisfaction with
the use of scale than single-criteria scale. The study also revealed that when users have a pleasant experience
using a rating scale, their decision quality and rating scores also improve significantly. Several studies [64],
[40], [94] placed importance on the choice of appropriate scales for collecting user ratings. Multiple features
on rating scales can have different effect on how users use the scale to give ratings they deem appropriate.
Cena and Vernano [18] studied the difference of user opinions while using different rating scales and found
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that no single rating scale can have all the features and visual aspects to satisfy the specific needs and
preferences of all users. Due to the heterogeneity in user preferences, using the same rating scale for all
users could lead to misleading results and strained interaction with the system. Some users might find their
experience with the system unsatisfactory and may decide not to interact with it at [18]. They considered
two aspects of rating scales; the granularity and emotional connotation to study the influence of rating scales
on the kind of ratings given by users. Specific connotations in the design of rating scales were identified from
their previous experiment: thumbs are ’“friendly” and “young” , but also “impolite”. Stars are classical,
familiar; sliders are precise, but “detached” and boring [18]. Their work provided the initial heuristic to
adapt a system with customized rating scales based on users’ preferences. In the work of Gena et al. [35],
the rating scale features were identified as i) granularity, ii) numbering, iii) visual metaphor, iv) presence
of a neutral position. Granularity means the numbers of points on a scale, which can be coarse (e.g. only
having one negative and one positive point such as thumbs up/down) or fine e.g. 10 points slider scale. The
numbering refers to the numeric labels attached to the ends or all points of scale such s -1, 0,+1 or 1,2,3,4,5
etc. The visual metaphors refer to the emotional or cultural connotation that the scale points can evoke
in the users. For example, thumbs up/down is a human expression that is imitated in the scale; sliders are
technical scale that imitates the measuring scales used in real life, emojis express real human facial expression
of sad, happy, and so on. Neutral point is used to define a middle ground on the scale where users with
no definite opinion can express their neutral opinion. The extensive experiments in [35] demonstrated that
users exhibit different rating behaviour using scales with different features, such as thumbs up/down exerts
a tendency towards higher rating, whereas a 3-point slider scale shows a tendency toward low ratings. The
important result of the experiments is that most users appreciated the possibility/flexibility to choose the
rating scale while rating items.
The research by Gena et al. [35] investigated the role of rating scales on user’s rating behavior, showing
that the rating scales have their own “personality” and thus using the same mathematical mapping from
different rating scale scores is not ideal to elicit the accurate function of recommending items to users.
According to [35], the rating scale designs can be are characterized by the fol- lowing features: i) granularity,
ii) numbering, iii) visual metaphor, iv) presence of a neutral position. The features of rating scales investigated
in this study are discussed below.
Granularity of Scales:
Sparling and Sen [85] evaluated the performance of scales with fine vs coarse granularity and concluded
that users have different levels of satisfaction for using different scales and their cognitive load for using
each scale also depends on the granularity. The user satisfaction level for using each scale ranging from fine
granularity (sliders) to coarse granularity (unary) is shown in figure fig:satisfaction. The figure fig:satisfaction
shows that the users dislike scales in the lower end of granularity spectrum (unary and slider), while strong
likeness for five star scales. Similar premise has been investigated in more detailed framework in the work by
Maharani et al. [61], where the the survey showed that the 5-star is still the most preferred and acceptable
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Figure 2.2: User satisfaction across all scales disregarding domain, reproduced from [85]
rating system for online ratings and reviews compared to thumbs up/down, unary rating, 5-star rating, a
10-point system and a 100-point system.
This work dives deeper into which factors played a role in choosing 5-star as the most popular rating scale
visualization in terms of simplicity, readability and informativeness. In the experiment, most users (33%)
chose 5-star rating as the preferred scale among other rating designs. Among the participants who preferred
the 5-star rating, 32% stated that they chose 5-star rating cause it’s simple, easy to read and understand,
while 12% said that 5-star rating is familiar to them because it is widely used in commercial review websites.
8% of the respondents stated that 5-star rating is more informative and interesting and the rest of respon-
dents stated that 5-star rating has clear criteria with eye-catching visuals [61]. The reasons for choosing
each rating scale design is shown in figure fig:prefer. The following subsections discuss researches exploring
different design features of rating scales and their effect of ratings given by users.
Neutral Point on Rating Scale:
The presence or absence of a neutral point in the rating scale can affect how users perceive the ratings they
give on the scale. Lishner et al. [59] addressed the issue of limited scope for expressing opinions in traditional
rating scales and proposed the implementation of rating scale that can adjust to the emotional valence of
users. The experiment conducted by Adelson [4] compared the response of students to an additional neutral
point in a 5-point Likert scale with a 4-point scale, which has no neutral midpoint. The participants preferred
5-point Likert scale with an additional neutral point along with clear negative and positive ends. Similar
experiment conducted between 7-point and 5-point scale [23] illustrated that the response to 7-point scale is
far more extreme compared to the 5-point scale, even though both has neutral point. Another experiment
on consumer preference in [70] shows that exclusion of a neutral response option in the rating scale affects
the judgment of extreme options. The study results showed that when users have mixed feelings about a
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Figure 2.3: Examples of rating granularity visualization, reproduced from [61]
product, their rating on 4-point scale with no neutral point is usually very different form the rating given on
5-point scale with neutral point. However, the presence of neutral point can also induce social desirability
bias according to [34], as users may tend to select midpoint in order to keep everyone happy in survey process.
The possibility of users choosing middle point as a mean to avoid being mean or harsh while rating has been
extended in the hypothesis proposed in [92].
Numbering/Labelling of Rating Scales:
One of the most important factors that influences how consumers rate an item using rating scales, is the
labelling on the points of scale. The rating scale points can be labelled with numbers such as 0, 1, 2, 3....
or the labels can be verbal such as “very poor” on low rating points and “Excellent!” on highest point on
scale. Different types of labelling can have different impact on users rating choices while using the scales.
The work in [71] stated that numerically labeled scales (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) may lead to more extreme responses
than verbal scales (disagree to agree scales). The rating scales can be fully labelled , only end point labelled
or not labelled at all as shown in figure fig:label .
Another study in [97] showed that whether scales are fully labelled i.e. all the rating points are labelled
or partially labelled, i.e. just the endpoints are labelled can effect the response of users . When all points
of a rating scale are aptly labelled with their apparent meaning or value, this can make the rating process
easy for users, which reduces the extreme response tendency. On the other hand, when only the endpoints
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Figure 2.4: Reasons for choosing each rating scale, reproduced from [61]
of a rating scale are labelled, users struggle with rating process, resulting in extreme ratings for same items.
Users also assign certain emotional value to endpoints of scales and ignore the intermediate labels [100]. This
persuasive power of emotional cues caused by labelling the rating scales can affect how users rate products
as well which can steer them away from their true ratings [98]. Also, since emotional labels ignite the active
thinking process of users, they become more engaged in the rating process and extend their range of responses.
Users tend to give extreme and random ratings when using scales which are not labelled, since these scales
have no emotional cues attached to them (as the values given on scales feel arbitrary to them) [92]. On
a different note, fully-labelling all points of rating scales can increase the cognitive effort of processing the
rating options [52]. Labelling every points distinctively in the scale can enhance the reliability of the rating
scores on such scales [7]. The majority of studies show that acquiescence is higher and extreme response bias
is lower with fully-labelled scales compared to only end-point labelled or non-labelled scales [65]. Keeping
with such findings, different effect of verbal, numeric and visual labels in rating scales is investigated in both
[88] and [90]. The findings in both of these studies show that the effect of verbal cues (such as agree, disagree,
poor or excellent) is higher than using numbers on scales. When participants were given fully labelled scale
with different shaded end points, they tend to chose positive reviews.
Visual Icons used in Rating Scales:
The use of pictorial images or visual icons such as emojis or hearts instead of number or generic scale points
(radio buttons or slider) on rating scale can influence the rating score given on the scales. The impact of
using labels on rating scales have already been studied and the effect of different types of labeling on user
ratings is analysed in subsequent studies. The focus of these studies was to see how visual representation
of rating scale instead of generic rating points influence user rating scores. The experiment conducted by
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Figure 2.5: An example of fully labelled and endpoint labelled scale
Toepoel and Dilman [88] showed the presence of a hierarchy of words, numbers and visual cues/ labels in
rating scales. The results from their experiment showed that visual labels such as emoji and colour on
rating scales and verbal labels can cause a shift towards positive ratings. Adding numbers or numeric la-
bels to scales can diminish such effects, causing users to rate more conservatively. A more detailed study
was conducted by Vera Toepoel et al. [89] by replacing the numeric /measurement scales with pictorial
icons on rating scales such as hearts, smileys, stars, button, grid or tiles as rating scale points. The results
showed that hearts and stars had lower average scores from users and grid designs were the most negatively
evaluated. Respondents evaluated the smiley design most positively. This study contributed to significant
findings in terms of the use of visual icons instead of generic rating scale points. The findings showed that
using visual icons as rating scale points can yield significantly different results than using general scale points.
2.2.1 Classification of Rating Scale Design
An important study evaluating effect of using different rating scale designs on user rating is conducted by
Cena and Vernero [17] which analysed and classified different features of rating scales based on based on
granularity and visual metaphor. Using icons such as thumbs, hearts or stars instead of generic numeric
labels had a significant effect on how users view the rating process and the rating score they give on such
scales. They devised a rating scale model based on intrinsic and extrinsic features of rating scales in previous
studies which is shown in figure fig:cenamodel.
The user study attempts to figure out which scale would the users choose to rate different object, whether
they prefer different scales for evaluating different objects, whether user’s choices change after rating repeat-
edly (by gaining more experience on evaluating an object) and the motivation for user’s choice of scale. The
classification of rating scales by Cena and Vernon [17] identified three major classes of rating scales based on
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Figure 2.6: Rating scales features identified from previous works, reproduced with permission from
[17]
12 intrinsic and extrinsic features of rating scales deduced from previous works by [94], [35] and [69]. The
authors have conducted extensive user study to identify preferential choices about rating scales in a website.
These features are sorted into two major groups and each feature is analysed and finally they were used to
classify rating scales into three clusters. The features and their groups are presented in table.
The three major classes of rating scales identified in this work are:
• Human Scale: Scales which has a strong visual aspects which exploit human emotions to connote
meaning for each rating point on scale. A good example is the human face emoji.
• Neutral Scale: Scales which rely on quantitative inputs rather than visual characterizations. All the
icons used in this scale are same and have no strong emotional/ visual connotations. They are often
considered standards such as star.
• Technical Scale: These are scales which have a strong focus on quantitative evaluations, similar to
those of measurement tools. They use no icons/image for their measurement points, rather rely on
abstraction with no differences in the visual representation of scale points such as sliders/likert scales.
The scale points have numeric labels to identify values on each point.
The authors have used three scales from each class: emojis for human scale, stars for neutral scale and slider
for technical scale. The different types of scale used in their experiment is showed in figure fig:cenamode.
The users liked the star scale due to familiarity and disliked sliders the most. The most important factors in
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Figure 2.7: Rating scales features used in experiment, reproduced with permission from [17]. 3-point
thumbs for the “human”, 5-point stars for the “neutral” and 11-point sliders for the “technical” class
Figure 2.8: Experiment for different colour treatment in rating scales, reproduced from [14]
users’ preference for rating scales were found to be granularity and visual metaphor. The authors suggested
using separate rating scales in order to elicit the best rating performance from users. In addition to using
different visual icons as rating scale design, use of different colour in rating scale has also been an area of
study for user rating analysis. In the next section, the use of colour as a mode to influence the ratings of
users is discussed.
2.2.2 Role of Colour Metaphor in Rating Behaviour of Users
Using colour as a cognitive tool to assert certain emotion in users has been a very widely regarded topic in
Human Computer Interaction and e-commerce [15]. Certain colour metaphors are imprinted in our minds
which can influence our emotions; such as seeing red as “danger” or green as “positive” or seeing black as
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“ominous” and so on. One of the most common colour schemes for triggering opposite emotional response
in users are the red-green and red-blue colour schemes. These colour metaphors and their use in affecting
user behaviour are studies in various literature ranging form marketing to human-computer interaction. One
of such studies experimented the use of red and green to identify healthy and unhealthy food items in [54].
In this study, 20 popular food items were colour coded based on the calorie and general nutritional quality
in them. The colour coded categories were most healthy (green), medium healthy (yellow), or least healthy
(red). The red-yellow-green colour metaphor is also known as traffic light metaphor as this is the exact same
scheme used in traffic light all over the world. This classification resulted in customers choosing much more
healthier food compared to food items with higher calorie intake when they are coded with traffic light colour
coding.
The use of red as exciting, warm colour and blue as relaxed and cool colour in marketing and logos has
been explored in [53]. The same logo presented in different colour was related to different emotions on users,
for example, the colour red, orange and yellow effected the excitement factor whereas the colour green, blue
and brown in logos positively effected the sense of sincerity or calm in users. Different colour hues can relate
to different emotional response in users which can affect how they react to the environment where the colour
is present. The cognitive impact of color cues also depends on the user’s interpretation of what the colour
signifies (stands for) in human mind due to constant exposure. This means when users are habituated in
seeing a particular colour used for a particular context or purpose, the colour itself can stand for that context
in their mind even when not used in same purpose. This has been called the signaling significance of the
colour in human mind in [44]. For example, since traffic light uses red as a signal to “Stop” and green as a
signal to “Go”, these two colours can have similar effects on human mind when used in different contexts.
Which is why, red is often used for stop or off button in electronics and green is used as on/ start button.
The impact of colour on the users have been applied in rating scale designs in many literature. The traffic
light metaphor is explored in the work by Bonaretti et al. [14] by using colour in rating scales. Here, the
authors used red as a negative and green as a positive heuristic which is derived from the widely popular
“traffic-light” metaphor in 5 different treatments and compared the rating provided with a baseline “grey”
rating scale, as shown in figure fig:traffic to see how emotional intensity of colour can affect the rating bias
in users. The authors hypothesized that using traffic light colour metaphor in rating scale can increase the
emotional intensity of users which is eventually reflected in the ratings given on such scales. Similar colour-
shading was used in experiment by Maharani et al. [61] who used red and blue as colour cues for negative and
positive ends respectively. The idea for Maharani’s colour shading scheme is relatively simple, the colours
were just used to see if different shading at two ends of rating scale help users visualize the extreme rating
points in 5-star rating scales. The colour coded 5 -star rating was preferred by most users in the study due
to its clear polarity in defining the extreme positive and negative ends.
A more detailed approach in this regard was adapted by Tourangeau et al. [90], where the authors used
both different shades of same colour in the scale and different colours at different ends of scales to see the
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effect in users response. The results demonstrated that using different shades of colour at two ends of a
scale can cause a significant shift in the ratings given by users on the scale. The colour scheme in this case
was again red and blue( red being negative and blue at positive end). The study by Pilipczuk and Cariowa
[77] experimented how different colours on rating scales effect how participants react to the colour coding
in terms of mental effort and response time. The experiment showed that when more colours are used on a
rating scale with numeric labels, the effectiveness of scales in acquiring user opinion also increases.
The literature discussing the effect of different rating scale designs on ratings of users suggest that there
is a strong connection between the rating score obtained from a scale with how it is designed. When users
receive strong visual and verbal cues from rating scale, it can allow them to analyse the rating process better,
which can in turn affect how they are rating. The next section discusses the impact of mental efforts required
in analysing rating scale design cues by users.
2.3 Use of Visual Heuristics for Rating
The previous sections discussed the research conducted in evaluating how different visual designs of rating
scales result in difference in ratings from users. The difference in visual cues in rating scale designs elicit
different emotional response in users, which results in the difference in ratings. Evaluation of products and
ratings of products can considerably fluctuate due to the emotional state in which consumers are while rating
them [95]. Marketing and advertising sectors have always attempted to appeal to the emotional cues of their
targeted audience as a tool to increase and promote their brands. Similarly, in case of giving ratings to
products using certain rating scales, users can interpret the visual and verbal cues of the scale and this can
influence the ratings given on the scale. For instance, the rating scales which are fully labelled using verbal
cues such as “very poor” to “excellent” or uses visual cues such as emojis triggering human emotions, can
ignite emotional responses in users which can cause users to move away from giving extreme ratings [98].
The users are more thoughtful and engaged in rating process when using a rating scale that supplies visual
and verbal cues to them [92]. This eventually helps them rate with different opinions they have for different
products, instead of just randomly picking a response. However, according to [55], the polar emotions caused
by the opposite emotional cues in the rating scales can also increase the cognitive load of users while rating
using such scales. As a result of which, users tend to seek cognitive shortcuts, or Heuristics to reduce the
time for decision-making while rating [93]. Heuristics can be defined as a mental shortcut that people take
in order to to solve problems and make judgments quickly and efficiently. According to [93], when a rating
scale uses strong verbal or visual cues that cause users to think more than they want to in rating process,
they tend to use heuristics from the visual cues provided in the rating scale designs.
Two important hypotheses are proposed on how users interpret certain visual cues in rating scales in [92],
intensity hypothesis and familiarity hypothesis. The familiarity hypothesis suggests that individuals
become attached to visual and verbal cues with which they are familiar with and therefore, are more likely
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to prefer them. On the other hand, according to intensity hypothesis, more intense and strong visual cues
can ignite intense emotional response in users [99], causing them to steer away from extreme response and
be more cautious in how they rate a product. Both these hypotheses can help users find a heuristic or
mental shortcut that can assist them in rating process. Visual heuristics used by users while rating has
been demonstrated in more detail in the work by Tourangeau [90]. In this work, they extended the use of
visual labels on rating scales from their prior work [91]. Their previous work [91] suggested that users have
difficulty in using a rating scale (expressing their firm opinion) and thus, they rely on certain visual cues
on the rating scale such as granularity, verbal labels or different colour hues at scale points by assigning
meaning to these cues and using them in rating process. They proposed five separate heuristics that users
might use while rating. Among the five heuristics, the last heuristic states as “ Like (in appearance) means
close (in meaning)”; which means visual cues that look alike have same meaning. This means when there is
different colour or visual cues present in a scale (such as different colours at low and high ends), users will be
more aware of the difference in different points of scale. The extended work by Tourangeau in [90] presented
experiments which support the use of “Like means close” heuristic by users when using rating scales. The
results suggested that using different labels and different hues at endpoints of scales can have definite impact
on the rating behaviour of users as their rating can shift depending on the visual heuristics offered by the
rating scales. Users tend to take more time and rate more positively, shifting away from low points, when
different hues are used in endpoints. The majority of studies found that fine granularity (5-star scale), full
labeling of scale points, presence of a neutral midpoint are considered to be the optimum and efficient design
choices for rating scale. It has also been established that verbal cues and numeric labels can be effective
in helping users in rating more effectively. However, the use of visual cues such as graphical icons, colours
and shading are comparatively less explored avenues in this regard. A handful of studies exploring the effect
of visual cues and colours in rating scales have provided findings which suggest that they can have strong
emotional effect on users. When users are provided with apt visual cues which are designed to assist them
in rating process, the credibility of rating increases while reducing the unwanted bias from rating scores. To
understand the effect of using certain visual cues in rating scales, this research focuses the analysis based
on the rating scale model used in Cena and Vernero [17]. In addition to visual cues, to further visualize
how different colour metaphors can also be used by users as useful heuristics in rating process, this research
adapted the traffic-light and warm-cool colour metaphor in rating scales from [14], [61] and [90] for designing
the user study. The next section focuses on the consideration of user preference in rating scale designs by
UX designers and how it can benefit the stakeholders in online marketplace.
2.4 User Preference in Rating Scale and It’s Contribution
As mentioned earlier in many studies, one of the major concerns of online product reviews is whether or
not the ratings truly reflect the opinions of users [9]. The role of eWOM and online feedback mechanism is
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unparalleled in online market and recommender systems. Without credible and consistent review from users,
the recommender systems will fail at their core responsibility: to recommend users what they like. And for
online business sphere, the user review is everything: rise and fall of a product or service solely depend on
user’s online ratings and reviews about it. Therefore, one of the most popular and important tool designed
for collecting user’s opinions: rating scale, certainly plays bigger role than the UX designers currently give it
credit for.
The majority of studies which investigated the impact different design of rating scales on user’s rating
behaviour, have agreed upon the fact that allowing users to use a rating scale design they like, instead of
a generic approach, can be far more effective for obtaining credible rating performance on online market.
Allowing users to give ratings that align with their actual opinion is essential for the performance of recom-
mender systems and online businesses such as Netflix or Amazon [76]. Maharani et al. [61] focused on user’s
perception in rating visualization and concluded that user’s preference for rating scales should be taken into
consideration as certain preferences in terms of rating scale designs can have an impact on user’s ratings.
This study asked users to rate using 5 different ratings scale designs (thumbs up/down, 10 points, 100 points,
binary 5-star and 5-star) and then evaluated the choice of rating scales by users in terms of simplicity, ease
of understanding, visual appeal and informativeness. The result showed that users have a clear preference
in terms of using rating scale designs but it did not specify how this preference can affect rating scores.
Another study with similar premise, conducted by Gena et al. [35], considered the effect of different rating
scale design on rating scores. The study proposed to allow users to choose the rating scale design in order
to promote user participation and satisfaction with recommender systems. The study showed that ratings
given in different scale design for same item, then the ratings have lower mathematical correlation. This can
result in inaccurate depiction of user opinion if rating scale designs are not customized based on. The study
conducted by Cena and Vernero [17] suggested a set of guideline for designers for adjusting the rating scale
options to fit users preferences, such as offering thumbs up/down for simple evaluations, whereas using star
rating scale for general or default rating. The experiment Cena et al. [16] showed that the scores given on
rating scales when users select them as their preferred scales are significantly different from ones they do not
like.
In line with the user preference based model of rating scales by Cena and Vernero [17], this research
proposes a user-preferred rating scale approach to investigate the effect of incorporating user’s preference in
rating scale scale in obtaining the true ratings. The growing literature on the impact of rating scale designs
on rating scores and visual cues assisting the rating process have been the motivation for this research. The
practice of allowing users to choose their own rating scale based on visual heuristics can be an important and
useful addition to the UX design of online marketplace and recommender systems. The research goals are to
understand contribution of visual icons and colour metaphors used in rating scores and preference of rating
scales by user, and how this preferred scale design can be used to elicit true ratings from users. In order to
validate the influence of user preference model and visual cues on the rating score of users, three hypotheses
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have been proposed. The research goals and motivation are briefly discussed in next (and last section) of this
chapter. The next chapter encapsulates the hypothesis development and research goals for the thesis based
on the literature review.
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3 FRAMING RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
HYPOTHESES
The primary goal of product ratings is to reflect the product quality and it is very much essential in
depicting product sales. The significance of user reviews and the biases related to it have already been
discussed in section 2.1.3. In order to ensure credible user opinion acquisition, which is the core of online
marketing and recommender system, the online rating scale design and their effect on user ratings are potential
avenues of research. A number of factors while designing rating scale have been analysed for their role in
helping users giving their honest ratings. Two theories can be considered in this regard: principle of non
-redundancy and concept of satisficing. According to the principle of non redundancy in [36], the respondents
tend to search for signals or cues on how to respond to survey questions. As a result of which, they tend to
assign particular meanings to all incentives given in the format of question. According to concept of satisficing
used in [50], it is also expected that the more demanding the ‘cue-looking’ / cognitively demanding a survey
is, the more vulnerable a scale format is to response bias. These visual cues can be provided through changing
rating scale design features, such as adding labelling to rating scales, either on all point or just end points,
increasing or decreasing granularity of scales, adding or removing a middle neutral point in the scale, using
different colours to label the scale or keeping the scale monochromatic. The effect of full labelling vs end
labelling to reduce burden on users has been extensively analysed in [24], [97]. The effect of of putting a
neutral midpoint in rating scale and the relative rating scale size has been evaluated in [92], which shows
that presence of midpoint has helped reduce extreme response bias. The Effect of using both colour and
labelling on endpoints of scale has been demonstrated in [90]. In this case, while the verbal and numerical
labeling of the scale end points added minimal help to the participants, using different hues for the different
ends of the scale proved to be a strong factor in influencing ratings from participants. Extensive research on
various factors of rating scales (granularity, labelling, colour) has been done in [16], which shows sustainable
evidence of scale granularity on differences in rating behaviour of users. Of all the rating scale design factors,
the effect of using specific colour cues and special graphical icons have shown great potential, but it has not
been extensively researched. Table table:research summarizes core findings of the works that have inspired
my research goals.
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Using different colours at two
ends of scales results in more pos-
itive responses from users.
Table 3.1: Research findings from important studies in rating scale visualization and user preference
analysis
3.1 Research Context and Motivation
The goal of my research is to focus on user behaviour regarding presence and absence of strong visual elements
or labels in rating scales and role of user preference in actual rating scores. It is already established that
the users have certain reasons to prefer one rating scale design over another [61], [17] and the variety in
rating scale design have immense effect on the ratings they give as well [18], [89], [90]. However, finding a
relationship between the user preference in rating scale design and how that preference affect rating scores
have not been explored. Similarly, the role of strong visual elements in both user’s rating scale preference and
the rating scores is a promising area which needs further research. Therefore, this research focuses on three
factors and their interrelation: (1) strong visual elements in rating scales and (2) user’s preference in choosing
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the rating scale design and (3) how both these factors influence actual rating scores and capture true ratings
from users. Six rating scale designs are selected which have both neutral muted visual elements as well as
strong visual cues that have proven to affect users emotional response while rating. The scales selected for
the user study and research have the 5 point granularity, distinct neutral midpoint and no verbal/numeric
labelling (since labelling and colour together already proved to make labelling redundant in [90]). The two
design elements that are the modified in all six scales are colour cues and use of graphical icons. The choice
of rating scale icons is based on the rating scale classification and model by Cena and Vernano [17], as well as
from the findings in Maharani et al. [61]. The choice of colour cues on warm-cool and traffic-light metaphors
is based on handful of of studies on colour coding including [90], [39] and [14]. Both factors are discussed in
details in following subsections.
3.1.1 Use of Icons as Primary Visual Cues : Emoji and Star
Cena and Vernon presented a model for ratings in “A Study on User Preferential Choices about Rating
Scales” [17] where they derived 13 features of rating scales from previous works and classified rating scales
into 3 major clusters based on these features. The authors then conducted a user study with three rating
scales, one from each cluster to rate two different objects. The user study attempts to figure out which scale
design would the users choose to rate different objects and the motivation for users choice of scale. The
classification of rating scales in this study is based on intrinsic and extrinsic features of rating scales deduced
from previous works by [94], [35] and [69]. The three major classes of rating scales identified in [17] are:
• Human Scale: Scales which has a strong visual aspects which exploit human emotions to connote
meaning for each rating point on scale. For this thesis, human face emoji is selected from Human scale.
• Neutral Scale: Scales which rely on quantitative inputs rather than visual characterizations. All the
icons used in this scale are same and have no strong emotional/ visual connotations. For this thesis,
star icon is selected from Neutral scale.
• Technical Scale: These are scales which have a strong focus on quantitative evaluations, similar to those
of measurement tools. This class is omitted since sliders and other technical scales had worst review
from users in [17] and [89].
Basing the user rating interface on the classification of rating by [17], I have used six rating scales : three
from Human Scale class and 3 from Neutral Scale class. The Technical Scale class is excluded since the scales
in this category are the least favoured by the users. Technical Scales have high granularity but no visual
characteristics and require more effort on users part for rating task. From the user study and follow-up
questionnaire conducted in [17] and [61], most users selected sliders (Technical Scale) as the worst scale and
stated the lack of informativeness, visual appeal and ease of use, as reasons for doing so. On the other
hand, most people who preferred star rating scale have selected having “right” granularity, familiarity and
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informativeness as the reason for doing so. Therefore, star and emoji are used as icons for 6 of the ratings
scales (three of each) used in the user study and the motivations for doing so are as follows:
• Using emoji from Human Scale and Star from Neutral Scale as they have visual elements which Technical
Scales lack.
• Using 5-points as the granularity for all the scales since this is the most popular and accepted granularity
for most users.
Although the rating scale model and user study by Cena and Vernon [17], explored the influence of user
preferences for a particular scale, but they did not consider how to use this rating scale preference can affect
actual rating scores given on these scales. This is the area where the research model is built on. Previous
studies by [36], [50] and [90] have already supported the tendency of users to look for visual cues while using
rating scales. When rating scales include more visual cues, representing what each point on the scale means,
users can interpret scales easily which affect their rating behaviour. The user rating scale model in this thesis
is designed to explore the influence of visual cues on user’s preference of rating scales and the effect it has on
user’s rating behaviour as well. In addition to graphical cues like star and emojis, colour metaphor on scales
are also included. The role of colour metaphors in rating scales is discussed the the next subsection.
3.1.2 Use of Colour Metaphors as Secondary Visual Cues: Traffic Light and
Warm-Cool Metaphor
Using colour hues to include more visual elements to help users have been researched in [90], [39] and [14].
Therefore I have added two different colour metaphors on each of my six rating scales (three of each) to
analyse the role of colour cues as visual cues presented to users in rating scale as well. The cognitive impact
of colour on heuristic consumer decision -making has been a widely researched material in both e-commerce
and human computer interaction (HCI). For my rating scale model, I have chosen two colour cue models :
Traffic Light and Warm vs Cool. Both the colour cues have been used in prior works to verify their effect
on people and their judgements. However, the cognitive impact of color cues depends on the interpretation
of what the colour cue “stands for”. This can also be formally termed as the signaling significance [44]
of colour cues about specific information that they carry in peoples’ minds [62]. Individuals from different
cultures can share a similar interpretation of the signaling value (meaning) of certain colours , such as red be-
ing negative or blue being “cool” colour or green standing for positive in spite of cross-cultural differences [75].
Warm vs Cool Colour Cue Model (Red Yellow Blue):
The concept of using warm colours such as red/orange to excite/arouse people than using cool colours such
as blue/violet which has been experimented and validated in [20]. Similar colour palette has been used for
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rating scale in the work by Han et al. [39], to test the effect of red as a warm colour and clue as a cool colour
as a heuristic for consumer decision-making.
The effect of using red as warm colour and blue as a cool colour has been applied as a visual cue for
rating scales in the work by Tourangeau et al. [90]. The authors in [90] used rating scales with different
colours for high and low end and same colour on both ends to compare how users interpret the scales and
use them. The hypothesis in Tourangeau et al. [90] suggested that if two ends of a rating scale have different
hues (shades of colour), then the respondents will also treat the endpoints as more significant than single
coloured rating scales. This results in users putting in more effort in rating and reduced extreme rating. The
different hues at different ends can also cause a positive shift in rating from users than single hues scales.
Their experiment showed when the two ends of the scale had shades of a single hue (varying from dark blue
to light blue), the users have interpreted the scales to have less significance. On the other hand, when the
two ends were represented by shades of different hues (dark red at one end of the scale but dark blue at the
other), the users could identify the low and high ends of rating scales more clearly and interpret the scale
to have covered broader spectrum of choices. Similar colour cue as red-blue has been used in [61], which
attempted to make a qualitative analysis of which one of the rating scale layout users liked more and why.
Most users chose the 5-star scale with red in lo and blue in high ends. They chose this scale design due to
its simplicity, readability, ease of use and informativeness. Based on the results from these two studies, I
selected the warm-cool colour cue (red as warm colour, blue as cool colour) in my rating scales, both for star
and emoji scales. The warm colour red is used for lower end of the scale and cool colour blue is used for
higher end of the scale, since that is the norm for this colour cue. Out of 5 points on scale, the scale point 1
is the lowest so it has the darkest red hue, 2 has a lighter red hue. I have used yellow as the neutral midpoint
of the scale. Light shade of blue is used to represent 4 and darkest blue is used to represent highest rating
point 5 on the scales. The rating scales are shown in figure fig:Scalecue.
Traffic Light Colour Cue Model (Red Yellow Green):
Another very familiar colour metaphor used worldwide is the Traffic-Light colour cue: red for stop, yellow for
pause and green for go. This colour metaphor is one of the most universally used visual cues for instruction
around the world. As mentioned in [33], the dichotomy of green versus red is consistent across different color
models and it is consistent across cultures (i.e. green=“go” and red=“stop”). Almost all countries of the
world use red-yellow-green as their traffic light signals. For electronic appliances and devices too, red is used
for stop button where as green as start button. Larrivee et al. [54] used 3 colour coded systems to classify
food based on their nutrients into 3 color-coded categories: most healthy (green), medium healthy (yellow),
or least healthy (red) based on calorie density and general nutritional quality. For rating scale design study,
this colour metaphor has also been explored as colour cue in Bonaretti et al. [14]. Here, the 5-star ratings
scales have been used to identify how using traffic light colour cues can trigger an emotional anchoring effect
in ratings. The study suggested that using green colour can influence users to more positive ratings and
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using red can influence users for more negative ratings. On the other hand, scales which do not use different
colours with specific meaning (i.e., monochromatic scales) do not have such emotional effect on users. As
implied in [90], the use of different shades in rating scale has significant impact on rating behaviour of users,
the traffic light metaphor can provide a comparative analysis with warm vs cool colour cue.
I have used traffic-light metaphor to see the differences between the two colour metaphors and how the
users interpret each of them. The use of two colour also provide more options for users to chose their preferred
scale design, which has not previously done in the literature. The scales used in the research and the visual
cues assigned to them are fully illustrated in figure fig:Scalecue. One of the major motivations for choosing
red as the negative/low end of rating scales for both colour metaphors is the polarity of the color red itself.
The colour red has been reported to be associated with both positive (warmth, excitement) and negative
(anger, danger) emotional responses [45] [84]. The 2020 work by Kawai et al. [47] analysed the polarity of
red in two contexts: red alone and red with green. The research showed evidence that the colour red can
be linked to negative responses when the colour green is presented with it, but not when red is presented
alone. Their findings suggest that the colour red has a more neutral, even slightly positive effect without the
presence of a contrasting colour pole. Only when green was present alongside red and a bipolar environment
was presented to the users, the authors observed for the colour red facilitated responses to negative words
were faster than to positive words. Basing on these findings from previous works, I used the colour red to
present the negative/low end of the rating scale and blue/green to represent the positive/high end of the
scale. Since people are more universally familiar with the Traffic-Light cue, comparing the effect of blue
instead of green as a contrasting colour for red can give a different insight to how users will react to the
scales.
Figure 3.1: Rating scales selected for study and the visual cues assigned to them
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3.1.3 User Preference in Rating Scale Design
While most websites offer rating scale design of their own choice to online customers, the preference of users
for rating scale designs can be very different from what is given to them. The importance of user’s preferences
in rating scale design was established in [17], where the authors had users choose between three scales, for
rating two objects with opposite features. Results showed that user had different choices regarding the scale
that they were given to use for rating. The findings showed that when users were given few options of rating
scale designs to chose from, they choose different scales for different objects. The preference of rating scale
design has also been the focus of [61], where users chose their favourite rating scales based on simplicity, ease
of use and informativeness. Both these studies reached the conclusion that users can have different preference
when choosing rating scale design for rating task. However, [61] just focused on the particular reasons why
users preferred one scale over another and no actual rating task was involved. While [17] focused on the
rating process as well, i.e., how users choose rating scales from different options when they have to actually
rate an object using one of them. These findings clearly suggest that the preference of users in terms of rating
scale design should be included in online rating process, but they do not explore whether the user preferred
scale have any impact on the quality of ratings given by using them or not.
To the best of my knowledge, no research or study have been conducted to see whether including user
preference for rating scales have an impact on getting the true opinions from users about the products. The
novel aspect of this research is the investigation of user preferred rating scale model on rating score of users.
The ratings scores on preferred ratings scale with other ratings scales used in the study are compared to
differentiate rating scores given on them. Another novel approach taken in this research is the capture of
“True” ratings from users. After the users are done rating the products with all 6 rating scales, I ask the
users to select the “best” rating or ratings the product “deserved” from the 6 rating scores they gave for the
product. Therefore, the acquisition of “True” user rating is not just data-driven or statistical, it is based on
how users judge the rating scores they gave to a product themselves. This provides a stronger user-based
validation in identifying the “True” rating scores from all the 6 ratings scores collected from 6 rating scales.
3.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis Development
The primary goals for this research are to analyse the effect of visual cues in rating scales on user ratings, to
understand whether these visual cues can cause users to prefer one scale design over another and to investigate
whether having a preferred scale design have any impact on the rating scores given on these scales.
Following the literature review of the influence of rating scale design on rating behaviours of users, I set out
to explore the answers of the following research questions in mind:
1. Do users prefer the rating scale they are most accustomed to, or do they prefer scales which have more
visual cues?
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2. Do users rate differently on the scale that they prefer than on the scale they are most accustomed to?
If so, how significant is the difference of rating scores they give using the two scales?
3. Do users give the rating that they truly believe the product deserves (called hereafter true rating) on
a scale that they prefer?
4. Do users give their true ratings for a product using scales with more visual cues than scales which have
less visual cues?
5. Does using rating scales which contain more visual cues impact the consistency of ratings given by users
and cause any positive /negative shift of the ratings?
6. Does using rating scales which have visual cues impact the most frequent rating value given on a
particular product?
In order to model the users’ preference for rating scales and role of visual cues on rating score, I have proposed
the following three hypothesis, which are correlated to each other
The first hypothesis is based on three previously explored theories: first, the principle of nonredundancy
[36], which states that the respondents tend to assign meanings to visual elements/cues (colour, icons, space
between points etc.) present in rating scales provided to them and use these meanings as a cognitive shortcuts
or heuristics in the rating process. In other words, the persuasive power of visual elements such as human
emoji or meaningful colour metaphor in rating scales can be applied to product ratings given by users as
well. Second is the intensity hypothesis in [92], which states that when users are presented with meaningful
labels/elements on rating scales which ignite emotional response in them, they tend to be more active and
involved in rating process, since these emotional labels can increase their cognitive load during rating process.
Third is the familiarity hypothesis [92], which states that users tend to prefer labels which are familiar to
them at least to some degree. Therefore, the first hypothesis is based on the presence of both intense and
familiar visual cues/labels in rating scales and which visual label/cue is more preferred by users while rating
products with them.
H1: Users prefer a rating scale which provides visual cues that assist users in their rating process, over
rating scales they most familiar with on the internet.
The second hypothesis is based on the user rating scale preference analysis in [89], [17] and [35], which
show that user’s preference in response formats have significant effect on ratings outcomes. These studies
focus on separate factors in the design of rating scales and all of them showed that users prefer different rating
scales and as a result, their rating scores can vary as well. If the first hypothesis can be validated, which
shows that users already have different preference for different rating scale based on how familiar versus how
visually informative a scale is, the second hypothesis is the second step in generating a user preference model
for rating scale design.
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H2: Users provide their true ratings when using rating scale designs they prefer themselves.
The work in [90] shows that using labelling and different shading on both ends of a response scale tends to
push the responses towards the high (positive) end of scale, since the strong visual cues reduce the extreme
negative responses in users. The hierarchy of verbal, visual and numeric label on rating scales have been
analysed in [88]. This is the basis of the third hypothesis.
H3: Using rating scales with more visual cues creates a positive shift and consistency in the ratings and
true ratings are mostly given by users on these scales.
Ratings scales have been initially used as tools to just collect user opinion for a product or service, while
recent researches suggest they can do so much more. The hypotheses presented in my research and and their
validations are aimed to investigate the role of rating scales as tools to assist users in giving their true ratings
for a product. Certain visual cues such as colour and special icons can help users in making an informed
decision while rating. The findings from the proposed hypotheses can provide insights for better UX design
for rating scales in recommender/ review/ e-commerce systems.
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Rating system or rating scales have been widely used to capture the users’ opinion on a variety of mediums
online. The user rating of online products and services is an essential part of generating word-of-mouth which
has a greater influence on purchase decisions than any other mediums [19]. With the advent of social media
and social networks and new apps are flooding the screens that can do almost any task possible, users are
involved in co-creating products and services [79] more than ever. Generating user-generated content largely
depends on capturing user opinion and rating scale is one of the most widely used widget to capture user
generated in a quantifiable manner. Rating scales are found in almost every website, app, social networking
sites e-commerce sites and so on. Users do not just rate the products and services anymore, they rate
their Uber driver, their employers, their teachers etc. These ratings are used in generating more personalized
content for users online. As an important tool to capture user opinion and generating user-generated content,
rating scale design and features can have a significant effect on the users rating behaviour i.e. how they rate.
Effect of rating scale features on the user rating behaviour in recommender systems has been investigated in
a number of literature. In most of them, significant differences in users’ average ratings on different scales
has been illustrated with substantial statistical evidence. Rating scales have been utilized as a persuasive
tool in the research to elicit the accurate ratings from a user and to investigate difference in ratings based
on the different use of colour and icons on the rating scales. How users interpret each scale and how this
interpretation eventually influences the rating score on each scale have been the motivation of this research.
An interactive interface has been used to collect the user ratings by conducting a user study with active
participation and it received behavioural ethics approval with approval number BEH# 1521 on December 5
2019. This chapter encloses the research goals, methods, motivations and user data collection design for the
research.
4.1 Research Model
The research aims to investigate the following: role of visual cues and colour metaphor in user preference of
rating scale, getting true ratings from users and effect of visual cues and colour metaphor in actual rating
scores. The three hypotheses proposed in previous chapter deal with all three of the above research goals
respectively. For collecting data, I have designed a user interface which asks user to rate some day to day
products using six different rating scales. These six scales differ in two major visual features: colour and
icons. I have used three different colour schemes to differentiate low and high ratings on a scale. The traffic
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light metaphor (red-yellow-green) and warm -cool metaphor (red-yellow-blue) and for neutral approach, I
have used the common yellow colour mostly used on rating scale. For icons, I have chosen neutral star icon
with no strong connotations and standard human emojis (smileys) which has strong visual metaphors to
express low score with sad face to high score with smiley face. The granularity of each scale is 5-point which
is favoured by users most according to [61]. The six rating scales used for the user survey have been selected
based on the rating scale model provided by Cena and Vernano [17]. The two colour schemes/cues selected
have also been based on prior works which are discussed in the previous chapter. All rating scales are shown
in figure fig:ratingscale. The rating scales are named as follows:
• All yellow stars: Common-star scale.
• Red yellow and green star where red connotes negative, yellow neutral and green as positive values on
the scale: Red-Yellow-Green star or ryg-star scale
• Red yellow and blue star where red connotes negative, yellow neutral and blue as positive values on
the scale: Red-Yellow-Blue star or ryb-star scale
• All yellow emoji: Emoji scale
• Red yellow and green emoji where red connotes negative, yellow neutral and green as positive values
on the scale: Red-Yellow-Green emoji or ryg-emoji scale.
• Red yellow and blue emoji where red connotes negative, yellow neutral and blue as positive values on
the scale: Red-Yellow-blue emoji or ryb-emoji scale.
Figure 4.1: Six different rating scales chosen for the user study
The research process is divided into five stages. The block diagram for the research model is shown in
figure fig:model.
Design, Development and Deployment of User Study Interface: The first stage involves designing
a user study interface to collect data on different rating behaviour for different rating scale. The user study
is designed to collect the data in three different phases which is discussed in next section.
Data Processing and Mining for Hypotheses Analysis: In order to use the data for hypothesis analysis,
the data from all three phases of user study are collected and categorized to generate usable CSV files. The
data collected are : ratings scores of each product using each rating scales, preferred rating scale of each user,
most commonly used rating scale by each user and true rating score of each product by each user.
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Validating H1 with Boxplot, Histogram and Correlation Analysis: First hypothesis is validated
by using distribution of actual ratings given on rating scales which users preferred and the ratings given on
rating scales which users find common. The direct relation of ratings given on these two user selected scales
are shown using Spearman correlation analysis.
Validating H2 with Frequent Pattern Mining: Second hypothesis is supported by using frequent
pattern mining technique called Apriori algorithm to find the most frequently selected rating scales to give
true ratings for a product.
Validating H3 with Mean , Mode and Median Analysis and Wilcoxxon Test: The third hypothesis
is supported by performing mean. median and mode analysis of rating scores given on each rating scales by
the users. The resulting differences in ratings cores are validated by Wilcoxxon Ranks test.
Figure 4.2: Block diagram of the research process
4.2 User Study Design and Implementation
In order to validate the hypotheses, I designed a web-based user interface with the six rating scale designs
mentioned before. The user study includes a list of 21 day to day products that users are familiar with. Users
have to select which products they have used before and rate those products using each of the six rating
scales. In order to collect user preference of rating scale and true rating scores, I decided to ask users by
a survey to select the most preferred rating scale design, along with the most commonly seen rating scale
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design among the six given scales after they are done rating. The true ratings of users, i.e., the rating score
that a user thinks a product deserve is also collected from the users which is a novel approach in the user
study for rating scale. The user study design and survey process are discussed in next section.
4.2.1 User Study Interface Design
The user study interface is developed using “React”. React is an open source, declarative, front end JavaScript
library used for building interactive user interfaces. The interface is deployed and managed on Heroku: a
container-based cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS). The survey application follows a 3 -tiered architecture
that contains:
• A back end written in Node.js which is an open source server run time technology that runs in Javascript
and it is deployed in Heroku.
– Serving front end when users browse it.
– Hosting API for front end to communicate via RESTful requests.
– Processing request and communicate with data storage component.
• A front end written in React.js which is an open source web application technology.
• A data storage service, in this case I have chosen Google spreadsheets. The back end operates on
CRUD (create, read, update and delete) on the data via google APIs.
The user survey web application itself walks the participants through a series of pages, each containing certain
questions and survey, collects the answers along the way as a JSON object under the hood. Then it sends the
JSON objects to back end which processes the objects and adds to spreadsheets under my google account.
The Data can be collected as CSV formats from the google drive.
4.2.2 User Study Implementation
The user rating scores and rating scale information are collected in three consecutive phases from the user
study. At the beginning, it asks the users for their consent for participation and informs them about the
anonymous nature of data collection of the survey. Then users are shown a list of 21 common products and
asked to select which products they have used before i.e. have experience with. After users have selected
their products, they are asked to rate each of the selected product using all the six ratings scales (figure
fig:ratingscale).
Once the rating process is completed for all the selected products, users are asked to select the scale which
they would prefer most to rate the products and the scale which they have seen mostly on internet. At the
final phase, the users are shown the numeric value of their ratings given on each scale, such as 3, 4, etc. on a
scale of 5 for a product and they are asked to select the number they think is most deserving for the product.
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This is repeated for every product they have rated in the user study. The whole process can be classified
into the following three phases and data from each phase is used to validate the proposed hypotheses. The
three phases of user data collection are further described below.
Phase 1: Select Products and Rate Them with All Six Scales
The primary idea for choosing items to rate was to include items which users are familiar with. I designed
my primary study with movies to rate. However, most users for the pilot study hesitated to rate movies
since a lot of them were not familiar with the movies I listed for them to rate. From the feedback of pilot
study which included 14 users, I changed my items to common products. The users from pilot study also
suggested that only rating movies was getting monotonous for them. In order to keep the users from getting
used to rating the same type of products, I selected 7 specific item types and included 3 brands for each item
type. The list of the products is given in table table:product. Since all products are chosen from different
areas, ranging from technology to daily usage such as toothpaste, to common fast food chains, users have a
variety of products to rate from. This helps them from repeating the same ratings for all items. At the same
time, since users are asked to only rate products they have used before, their ratings is based on their real
experience than just random ratings they picked to finish the survey. In the first page, the users are asked to
select the products that they have used displayed on the page by clicking yes/no. Right below the products,
the users will be asked to rate the product using the neutral-star scale as shown in figure fig:productchoice.
After the users have selected the products and rated them once, they will be shown their selected products
individually with one of the rest 5 rating scale below and asked to rate the products again. Both the products
and rating scales appears in random order to the user as shown in figure fig:productrate so that the user does
not get much opportunity to remember exactly what rating they gave to a particular product before.
Figure 4.3: First page of user study: Users select and rate products of their choosing
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Internet Browser Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Internet Explorer
Photo Editing App Adobe Photoshop
Picassa
Microsoft Photos






Fast Food Chain KFC
Pizza Hut
Domino’s Pizza
Table 4.1: All the products used in the user study and their groups
Phase 2: Select Preferred and Most Common Rating Scales
After all the user selected products are rated using all 6 different scales, the users are shown all 6 scales and
asked to select the scale that they would prefer using if they have to rate the products again, shown in figure
fig:preferredscale. Next, they are shown the 6 scales again and asked which one of these scales has the user
seen mostly around internet.
Phase 3: Select Rating Score Most Deserved by The Product (chosen rating)
The final phase of user study shows each user the products that they have rated again and below the product,
they are shown the numeric value of the rating (1/2/3/4/5 out of 5) they have given to the product on each
of the six different scales. The important thing to note here is that I have only shown the numeric value of
the ratings provided by users here, not the scales on which they rated, as presented in figure fig:numeric. For
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Figure 4.4: Selected products appear with one of the rating scales in random order
Figure 4.5: Users asked which scale they prefer to use to rate products again
Mozilla firefox, the user have given 2 out of 5 on yellow common star scale, 4 out of 5 on RYG-star scale,
5 out of 5 on RYG-Emoji scale, 4 out of 5 on RYB-Emoji scale, 3 out of 5 on Emoji scale and 3 out 5 on
RYB-star scale. But here, only the numeric value of the rating score is shown to user. Users are asked to
select the rating value they think the product deserves. In this case, the user thinks 3 out 5 is the correct
rating for Mozilla Firefox, so he/she has selected 3 out of 5. If a user has given the same score on multiple
scales, selecting only one will automatically select the same values. Both the score and the scale on which
the score is given are stored from the page. For example, in figure fig:numeric, the user selected 3 out 5 as
the chosen rating, so the value 3 and scales Emoji and RYB-star are stored as data from this page.
4.2.3 Data Collection and Participants
Participants for this study were mainly collected from undergraduate/graduate students of the University of
Saskatchewan taking courses in Summer and Spring 2020. The setting for user study was primarily PAWS:
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Figure 4.6: Users asked to choose the rating scale they mostly see around internet
Figure 4.7: The numeric value of ratings given by users on six rating scales are shown to users
Personalized Access to Web Services which is the online platform for students of University of Saskatchewan.
Recruitment for the study was done through announcements by me and my supervisor on university website
and the sending of the survey link to the students via facebook, LinkedIn and PAWS. All the participants
were at least 16 years old. Before the main study, a pilot study was conducted to test the validity of my
user study tools and methods. For the pilot launch, I previously used set of 18 movies, ranked into highly
popular, average and less popular categories (6 of each) to rate with same rating scales. For the pilot study, I
recruited 14 random students from the university. The pilot study revealed that the participants were mostly
not satisfied with the list of movies and they were hesitant to rate movies they haven’t watched before. Even
if they had the choice of selecting movies they have watched and only rate them, majority of participants
were unfamiliar with the a lot of the movies I used. After the pilot study, I changed my rating items into
day to day products with a variety of product types for the users to rate.
A total of 203 completed responses were received. The study generated random id for each user so the
identity of the participants was completely anonymous. While pre-processing the data, some outliers were
discovered with empty response files and duplicate responses from same id. After removing the outliers,
final tally of valid responses was 187. The users were asked about their gender, age and nationality and the
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demographic of the users are given in table:demograph. The users were mostly young adults and students








Table 4.2: Demographics of all participants
4.3 Research Framework and Application
The research explores the effect of including user preference in rating scale design and meaningful visual
cues in rating scales. The end goal of this research is to determine the significance of including both user
preference and visual cues in rating scale designs in online platforms.
Figure fig:frame shows the contribution of all three hypotheses in developing an improved rating scale
model. In the figure, the “User Preference Based Rating Scale Model” symbolizes a proposed rating scale
model that allows users to use their own chosen rating scale design and includes different visual cues in rating
scales provided to the users to choose from. The boxes A and B contain factors need to be included in the
rating scale model while C, D and E contains the findings from three hypotheses that support the inclusion of
A and B in the model. H1, H2 and H3 are the three hypotheses proposed in chapter 3. The first hypothesis
or H1 establishes that user’s preference of rating scale design is usually different from the rating scale they
see on the internet. therefore, confirming H1 establishes the requirement of adding user-preferred rating scale
(C) in the proposed rating scale approach. Now, the next hypothesis is designed to see how the preferred
scale performs in terms of getting true ratings from users.
The second hypothesis establishes that the scale preferred by a user is more likely to get true ratings
from the user for a product than other scales (D). H1 already supports the fact that users prefer different
scale designs than the one they are used to seeing and H2 supports that the preferred scale is the one users
want to give their true ratings on. The confirmation of both H1 and H2 therefore can be used to support
inclusion of user preference in rating scale (A). The results of H2 is based on the user’s own opinion about
which rating score they think is the best for a product, collected in phase 3 of user study.
The third hypothesis (H3) investigates how the visual cues affect the actual rating scores given on the
scales. The confirmation of H3 shows that users give more consistent and positive ratings (E) on scales that
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Figure 4.8: Conceptual framework of User Preferred Rating System Model based on findings from
proposed hypotheses
contain more visual cues. In addition, H3 also shows that users mostly use rating scales with more visual cues
to give their true ratings. The confirmation of H2 states that true ratings are given on preferred scale and
confirmation of H3 asserts that the true ratings are given on scales which have more visual cues. Therefore,
H2 and H3 both can be used to support the use of visual cues (B) in rating scales to persuade users to
give more positive as well as true ratings for a product. Therefore, since the factors visual cues (B) and
user preference (A) both produce true ratings (D) and positive ratings (E) for online commercial sites, these
factors are worth being considered to be included for improving current rating scale systems.
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5 USER PREFERENCE ANALYSIS
This chapter describes the validation of first hypothesis, which investigates the preference of users in rating
scales and how the presence of strong visual labels in scales can affect the preference. Prior researches stated
in previous chapters have investigated and stated the fact that reviewers take help or cues from certain visual
elements or labels presented in the rating tools and interpret them to make rating decisions. This can affect
the numeric evaluations collected from online review/recommender/e-commerce systems. Understanding how
the users interpret certain UI elements and visual cues and how certain visual element influence their rating
decisions can help the UX designers to make the right choices and strategies when it comes to rating tools.
Letting users choose the visual cues and elements such as icons used in rating scale or use of colour, can be
one of the UX decisions which help the rating scores given on such scales reflect the true opinion of users.
This different preference of users for different rating scale designs can translate into how they rate an item
using a scale.
5.1 Preferred Vs Most Common Rating Scale Designs
When users are asked to rate an item, they tend to use certain visual elements of the rating scale such as
colour, granularity, graphical icons to assign meaning to the rating scale points. These interpretations often
act as a cognitive shortcut or heuristic for users to be used in product rating [90]. For example, in [90],
when different colours or verbal labels are used in two ends of scale, users use this as a heuristic to visualize
difference between the end points of rating scale to be more intense than scales which use only one shade.
This interpretation is reflected on their ratings as well and they rated more positively with such scales than
with scales which are monotonous and had no label.
My first hypothesis is based on how user’s rating scale preferences depend on the visual cues and familiarity
of rating scales while rating the products with them. We asked users to rate a list of items with 6 different
rating scales with different visual cues and neutral elements. The users were asked to select their most
preferred and most familiar rating scale designs among the scales. The performance of each scale in terms of
user’s preference and familiarity as well well how ratings given on both selected scales for each user is used
to validate the hypothesis.
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5.1.1 Statistical Analysis and Evaluation
The data collected in first, second and third phases have been used to carry out the empirical evaluation of
the following findings:
Hypothesis 1: Users prefer a rating scale which provides visual cues that assist users in their rating
process, overrating scales they most familiar with on the internet
Design: Four factors (user’s preferred scale, most common scale, rating scores given on preferred scales,
rating scores given on most commonly seen scales), within subjects design.
Subjects: Anonymous participants (187) were asked to rate their used products with all 6 rating scales
and select their most preferred and most commonly seen rating scales among them.
Apparatus: The raw data was collected through the user interface web-application and stored on google
spreadsheets of the researches account via Google APIs.
For the empirical evaluation , both descriptive statistics (histograms) and inferential statistics (Wilcoxon
signed-ranks test and Spearman correlation) have been used on the rating data for analysis.
Data Collection
The users were asked to select their most preferred rating scales among the six scales and the scale they
are most familiar with form the six rating scales. When each user selected their choice of most preferred
and most familiar scales, the collective ratings for each item they rates specifically using these scales were
retrieved. For example, suppose a user selected RYG-Star as his/her preferred scale and Emoji as the most
familiar/most seen scale. In that case, the ratings that the user gave for every product using RYG-Star scale
is collected as ratings on most preferred scale and the ratings given for each product using Emoji scale by
the user is collected as ratings on most seen scale, shown in figure file.
Selection of Rating Scales by Users
Figure preferred vs common shows how often each scale was selected by users as their preferred and as the
most seen /familiar scale of all 6 scales. The most preferred scale was the RYG-Emoji scale and the most
commonly seen scale was the Neutral scale. Figure preferred vs common also depicts the choice of users in
terms of rating scale designs and it is a clear indication that users have mostly preferred a different rating
scale design as their preferred one rather than the one they commonly see around the internet. Most users
(54.75%) have chosen RYG-Emoji as their preferred scale design, whereas the largest population of 86.5%
users selected the Neutral-star as their most commonly seen rating scale design. It can also be noted that
only 2.2% have selected the RYG-Emoji as commonly seen scale design. This is a clear indication of user’s
preference of rating scale design being very different from the rating scale they have used or seen before.
To understand how each user’s rating behaviour changed according to which rating scale they are using,
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Figure 5.1: Data for preferred and common scale selected by users
the boxplot and histogram of all the ratings that users have given in the preferred scale and most commonly
used scale for the products are shown in figures fig:box and fig:hist.
The visualization of rating scores on both user selected scales show clear differences between the ratings
given on them and none of them follow normal distribution. When users are rating by using the scale
they most prefer, product ratings seems to be notably different from the ratings given by using the most seen
scales. For further statistical evaluation, Wilcoxon signed rank test is conducted to determine if the differences
between rating scores given on two user selected scales are statistically significant. Wilcoxon signed rank test
is a non-parametric version of the one-way ANOVA, is selected for this analysis, since I have two independent
variable groups (preferred Scale and most seen scale) and the dependent variable values(rating scores on
each scale) are ordinal data. In order to understand the relationship between the overall ratings provided on
the most preferred and most commonly seen scales, correlation analysis is also carried out for both of them.
Since the data does not follow a normal distribution, Spearman correlation analysis was chosen.
5.1.2 Result and Interpretation for Hypothesis 1
The goal of the first hypothesis is to establish the notion that a rating scale’s rating outcomes/scores vary
with the level of familiarity and level of fondness/preference users have for a certain rating scale design. The
presence of strong visual elements can be a factor for the preference of rating scales in users. The presence
of such visual cues help users in rating process [61], [90], therefore users prefer such visually rich scales than
scale designs they are familiar with. The ratings given on users on preferred scale is different than the ratings
given on familiar scale, which indicates that users rate differently when it comes to rating scales they like
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Figure 5.2: Frequency of choosing scales as (A) most preferred and (B) most seen
Figure 5.3: Boxplot of Preferred vs Most Common Rating Scale Ratings
than the one they normally use.
Comparison of Rating Scores on both Preferred and Most common Rating Scale
For the within-group experimental analysis, I collected the rating of each user given on each product they
selected on their preferred and most commonly seen scale. For instance, if a user has selected RYG-Star as
his/her preferred scale, and Emoji as the most common/seen scale, then the ratings given on RYG-Star scale
and the ratings on Emoji scale for all the products he/she has rated is collected for data analysis (see figure
file). Figure preferred vs common shows the frequency of users selecting preferred scale and most common
scale out of the 6 rating scales. Overall, most users have preferred different scales than the one they normally
see online. The result reveals that 54.75% users have selected RYG-Emoji as their preferred scale, where the
visual cues are provided both in terms of icons(emoji) and colour (Traffic-light metaphor). Therefore, it can
be stated that users prefer rating scales with more visual cues which can assist them in rating process. The
most preferred scale RYG-Emoji is not a commonly seen scale since only 2.2% users have selected this scale
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Figure 5.4: Histogram of Preferred vs Most Common Rating Scale ratings
as commonly seen scale. This states that users selected a visually rich scale (RYG-Emoji), which is not much
familiar to them as their most preferred scale.
On the other hand, 86.4% users selected Neutral-Star as the most commonly seen scale. But, a rather low
percentage of 21.08% users have selected Neutral-Star as the preferred scale. Another important takeaway
from this analysis is that the Emoji, RYB-Star and RYB-Emoji are the least preferred scale for all users.
Since the red yellow blue or warm-cool metaphor is not as widely recognized as the traffic light metaphor,
the colour scheme in this case could have favoured the more widely known traffic-light metaphor.
Statistical Difference between Preferred and Most Common Rating Scales
Table 5.1: The correlation coefficient of ratings on preferred and most seen rating scales
Preferred Scale Most Seen Scale
Preferred Scale 1.00000 0.249519
Most seen Scale 0.249519 1.00000
The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test is conducted to see if the difference between the rating scores given
on most preferred and most common scale is statistically significant or not. Since the data contains two
independent groups (the two rating scales preferred and common) , Wilcoxon test is selected as the proper fit
for such analysis[63]. The analysis shows significant differences between the ratings given on most preferred
scale and ratings on on most common/seen scale by each user (p<0.005) shown in table 5.2. This validates the
difference in product ratings given by users when they are using preferred scale versus using the scale they are
more familiar with. In order to investigate and visualize the actual nature of this difference, or the nature of
the relationship between most preferred and most seen scales, I calculated the Spearman correlation between
rating scores of two scales. The correlation analysis yields the results in table 5.1. The results show that the
ratings users gave on their own preferred scale and most seen scales have a weak correlation. Following the
Cohen’s classification system [22], only the largest relationships i.e. where the correlation coefficient r >0.5
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have been considered to be significantly correlated. Following Cohen’s classification, the relation between the
ratings on these two user-selected scales are not strong enough to have any significant effect on each other.
This means the increase or decrease of ratings in preferred and most common scale do not depend on each
other. The users tend to give different ratings using both of them. This finding has been used as the basis
of my first hypothesis.
This difference is finally visualized by using histogram and boxplot for both rating scale groups as shown
in figure fig:hist. The boxplot graph shows clear difference in the central tendency of rating scores on both
scales, where the rating scores on most seen scales tend to have e wider spread compared to preferred scale
fig:box. This can be interpreted as users giving inconsistent ratings, on wide range of values when they are
using the most seen/common rating scale. On the histogram, the distribution of both rating scales are shown
where the preferred scale ratings seem to have more skewed distribution than most seen scale and has a shift
towards positive ends. This further establishes that user ratings are much more consistent and positive when
using preferred scale.
Finally, results from Wilcoxon test shown in table 5.2 validates the strong difference between ratings
provided by users in both types of rating scales. The statistical and empirical evaluations support the first
hypothesis which claims that users tend to prefer rating scales which provide them visual cues as this can
ease their decision making process while rating. The findings also revealed that ratings on preferred scale
tend to shift toward more higher end than most seen/common scale. Including rating design options for users
to choose from can make a significant difference in rating scores. The impact of preferred scale and visual
elements in rating scores and their analysis are presented in next chapters.
Table 5.2: Wilcoxon signed rank test for ratings on preferred and common scale on all products
Pairwise Comparison Z-Value p-Value




6 EFFECT OF USER PREFERENCE IN TRUE
RATINGS
In interactive online systems today, users are primary contributors to the systems themselves. In many
such consumer-driven systems, the users are given scope to customize and modify the user model and add
their own preferred settings to help them navigate through the system better [18]. Online shopping websites
such as Aamazon or ebay set recommendation for users based on their shopping or search preferences, targeted
ads are generated based on how users are using the search engines. In order to collect user’s online shopping
preferences, these systems use rating scales with different features such as granularity or visual presentation.
For example, Amazon uses star ratings, Facebook uses thumbs with emojis, YouTube and Netflix use thumbs,
Tripadvisor uses circle and so on. Researches already show that users have strong preferences when it comes
to choosing rating scale designs based on how informative, visually helpful they are [17], [61], [88]. But, user’s
preferences regarding rating scales and the effect of such preference on the overall rating scores have largely
been untapped.
The first hypothesis established that users prefer rating scale designs which have visual elements and they
are often different from the ones they see online. The next hypothesis asks the question: can this preference
of rating scale design bring out true ratings from users more, compared to other scales? Prior studies in
this area collected rating scores from rating tasks given to users in surveys. In my user study, after users
are done rating products with all six scales, I asked the users which of the six rating scores given on a
product they themselves believe is best suited for that product. In this case, the “true” ratings are ratings
that users chose themselves after rating tasks are completed. Therefore, my first hypothesis is tested with
respect to data which that users themselves have approved after providing the ratings. This is termed as
“user-approved” ratings hereafter. This is a novel approach in terms of user data collection and for deriving
the best-suited/true ratings from users. The results of the user study will decide whether the scale preferred
by users reflect the true ratings of users (selected by users themselves) or not, based on users’ own opinions
about what true ratings are. The findings from this experiment can be used to compare the quantifiable
impact each visual cue has on the rating score in later sections, which is the base of my third hypothesis.
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6.1 Data Processing and Evaluation Procedure for Second Hy-
pothesis
The user study has been divided into three phases : users are asked to select the products they have used and
rate them with 6 rating scales in a random fashion, then they are asked to select their preferred scale and
the scale they see most on the internet or “common” scale and then they were asked to select the numeric
value of the ratings they provided for each product.
The data collected in second and third phase have been used to carry out the empirical evaluation of the
following findings:
Hypothesis 2: Users provide their true ratings when using rating scale designs they prefer themselves.
Design: Four factors (user’s preferred scale, common scale, chosen ratings, the scales used to give chosen
ratings), within subjects design.
Subjects: Anonymous participants (187) were asked to rate their used products with all 6 rating scales,
select their most preferred and most familiar scales and finally, asked to select the best-suited numeric rating
score (true ratings) for each product they already rated using all scales.
Apparatus: The raw data was collected through the user interface web-application and stored on google
spreadsheets of the researches account via Google APIs.
6.2 Data Processing and Data Mining Procedure for Empirical
Evaluation
Frequent data mining process called Apriori algorithm is used to mine data from users true ratings to see
which rating scale is preferred for true ratings. The scales on which users gave true ratings are collected
and matched with the preferred and common scale selected by same users. The process of data mining and
analysis is described below.
6.2.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing: User Approved data
The raw data collected for testing the second hypothesis are the preferred scale chosen by the user from the
six scales, the most common of all the scales that they see around the internet(common scale), the actual
numeric ratings that they think are deserved by each product, which is called the true ratings. When users
are asked to chose the true ratings, they are only shown the numeric score such as 3,4 etc. out of 5 that they
gave on a scale, but the scale itself is not shown to them. The actual web page and the data collected from
them to google spreadsheets are shown in figure fig:csv . The CSV file for one user is shown in figure fig:csv
as an example. This user has rates 6 products using all six different scales. The user selected RYG-Emoji as
his/her preferred scale and Neutral-star as common scale. The user was asked to select the best suited rating
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Figure 6.1: CSV file for a user
for each product from the ratings he/she gave. For Mozilla Firefox, the user gave 2, 4, 5, 4, 3 and 3 as ratings
out of 5 using Neutral-star, RYG-star, RYG-Emoji, RYB-Emoji, Emoji and RYB-star scales respectively.
When user was asked to select which of these 6 rating value is best-suited for Mozilla Firefox, user selected
3 out of 5 as best-suited /true score. The user gave 3 out of 5 on Neutral-star, RYG-Emoji, Emoji and
RYB-star scales. Therefore, these three scales are stored as the “chosen scales” for Google chrome. For the
rest of the 5 products, the scales on which the true ratings are provided by the users are stored similarly.
The “chosen scales” is the ratings scales on which the users gave their true ratings. Since the “true” ratings
of users used as a baseline for my hypothesis is approved by users’ themselves, this approval is termed
“user-approved” rating analysis.
6.2.2 Frequent Pattern Mining from Chosen Scales: Apriori Algorithm
Data mining is the process of discovering meaningful and interesting patterns from large amount of informa-
tion [87]. A pattern is considered interesting or useful if it is proved to be valid on a test data to a certain
degree and understood by humans. For testing my hypothesis, I have used the frequent pattern mining tech-
nique which is one of the widely used data mining techniques for discovering meaningful patterns appearing
frequently in data.
Frequent Pattern Mining
Frequent pattern data mining is a process that searches for repeatedly occurring (i.e. frequent) item sets in a
larger dataset. It leads to the discovery of interesting correlation and association rules among huge amounts
of transaction records [37]. For example, if in the transaction data of customers of a superstore shows milk
and bread are often bought together, than this is called a frequent pattern in the customer transaction data.
The frequent pattern mining can lead to major contribution in cross-marketing, catalog design and customer
shopping behaviour analysis.
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Association rule: Market basket analysis for User Data
A typical and well known example of frequent pattern mining is market basket analysis. This process is
used to analyze customer’s shopping habits by finding out which items are frequently put in the “shopping
basket” of customers. This analysis can help vendors make strategic shelf organization, marketing strategies
etc. For instance, if the customers who are buying milk are also buying bread on the same trip to the
superstore, then the this pattern can help retailers increase sales by selective marketing and organization.
The bread and milk can be placed in close proximity to each other, there can be special offers arranged for
both items, such as buy one milk carton to get 50% off breads. In this case, the bread and milk are frequent
item set since they appear repeatedly together. To further find which of the frequent item sets are interesting,
the frequent mining analysis generates association rules for the item sets. The frequent item sets which have
strong association rules are considered to be interesting patterns.
For identifying strong association rules, two measures are usually considered : Support and Confidence.
For my analysis, if we consider all the rating scales in user’s “chosen scales” for giving true ratings (figure
fig:csv) as a set, then the presence or absence of each rating scale can be represented by a Boolean vari-
able(either a scale is present in chosen scales or not). In this case, the basket is the set of chosen scales by
each user for one product. Each user have several baskets, representing set of chosen scales for each product
the user have rated. All the baskets (sets of chosen scales for each product) for a user can then be repre-
sented by a Boolean vector of values assigned to each rating scale present in basket . So, the rating scales
which appear most frequently for each user in the set of chosen scales is derived by analysing the Boolean
vectors. For example, in figure fig:csv, the user has rated 6 products, therefore there are 6 baskets or sets
of chosen scales to be analysed to find which rating scales appear most frequently in all these baskets or the
frequent pattern in rating scales. These frequent patterns are represented in the form of association rules. For
example, if a user having RYG-Emoji also has RYB-star rating scale as the most frequently appearing scales
in their chosen scales set, this pattern is represented by the following association rule in terms of support
and confidence:
RY G− Emoji⇒ RY B − star[support = 20%, confidence = 60%] (6.1)
In the equation 4.1, support 20% for this rule means both RYG-Emoji and RYB-star scales occupy 20% of
the set of chosen scales for all products of this particular user. On the other hand, a confidence of 60% means
60% of the products (for this user) having RYG-Emoji also has RYB-star in the chosen scales. Typically
association rule is considered strong and useful if it satisfies a minimum support and a minimum confidence
threshold. To find interesting patterns among the strong rules, additional correlation analysis using the
parameter Lift can also be performed. For retrieving the most frequently appearing rating scale designs
in the chosen scales of a user, I have applied Apriori, an algorithm for the frequent data mining from the
chosen scales column of each participants, as shown in figure fig:csv.
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6.2.3 Discovering Most Frequent Rating Scales by Using Apriori
Apriori algorithm finds frequent item sets from a given dataset of items and generate association rules from
the frequent item sets. It was first proposed by Agarwal and Srikant in 1994 [6] as a faster technique for
association rule generation. Apriori is used by many companies like Amazon in the Recommender System
and by Google for the auto-complete features. Apriori algorithm employs a level-wise iterative search to find
frequent item sets by scanning the whole database.The Apriori algorithm finds frequent item sets from a given
dataset by comparing an item’s frequency (support) with a threshold called minimum support i.e., check if
support ≥ minimum support [37]. After finding frequent pattern using support analysis, Apriori finds strong
pattern from the selected frequent patterns i.e., items with frequent patterns which are strongly associated
to each other by satisfying certain association rules. In order to do so, Apriori uses conditional probability
compared with a confidence metric e.g. it checks if probability ≥ minimum confidence to generate strong
association rules.
Therefore, the basic framework for association rule generation is:
• Finding all the frequent patterns (where support ≥ minimum support) in the dataset D.
• Generating strong association rules from the frequent patterns.
Once the frequent item sets are found, the strong association rules are generated by satisfying minimum
confidence parameter. In order to find if these strong patterns are interesting as well, a correlation analysis
is also implemented. For my analysis, I have also employed minimum Lift parameter as well, which finds
correlation between frequent and strongly associated objects.
Apriori Algorithm
Figure fig:fcapriori shows a flow chart for Apriori algorithm and its’ procedures. The input for the algorithm
is the dataset D ad the minimum support value or min sup. The algorithm generated frequent candidate
item sets using the Apriori property . The Apriori property states that All nonempty subsets of a frequent
item set must also be frequent. Apriori property is employed in the algorithm by two steps, join and prune.
1. Join: This step generates (K+1) candidate item set from K-item sets by joining each item with itself.
2. Prune: This step scans the count of occurrence , i.e. support count of each item in the dataset. If the
candidate item does not meet minimum support or min sup threshold,(shown in equation 4.2), then it
is regarded as infrequent candidate and removed. This step is repeated until the set of K-1 item sets is
null.
The algorithm scans the dataset and counts number occurrences of each item in the dataset i.e. the support
count for each item. Then , the algorithm generates K candidate item sets and which satisfies the min sup
threshold by joining each candidate item sets generated during each iteration.
Support A⇒ B = P (A ∪B) (6.2)
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Figure 6.2: Flow chart of Apriroi algorithm.
Once the frequent item sets are generated, then the next step is to generate strong association rule among
the frequent items. The item sets already satisfy mimimum support and now they have to satisfy minimum
confidence threshold in equation 4.3.
confidence A⇒ B = P (B|A) = supportcount(A ∪B)
supportcount(A)
(6.3)
In the equation (1) and (2), A and B are item sets in a dataset D. The conditional probability is implemented
by item set support count, where supportcount(A ∪ B)is the number of transactions having both the item
sets A and B, and supportcount(A) is the number of transactions with the item set A [37]. Association rule
mining usually generates a large number of rules, but a most of the time, they turn out to be redundant
or they do not reflect interesting relationship among item sets. Just because one item is appearing with
another item, does not always mean they are related or have any true dynamic between them. Correlation
analysis can be used here to see which strong association rules are actually interesting. Therefore, for finding
interesting pattern within the strong pattern sets, the frequent mining process uses correlation analysis. I
have utilized Lift analysis to find the interesting patterns of our user reviewed dataset.
lift A⇒ B = P (A ∪B)
P (A) P (B)
(6.4)
In sum, the item sets which satisfy minimum support, confidence and lift thresholds are considered to be the
frequent item sets in my data.
6.2.4 Outputs from Apriori Algorithm: Frequent Rating Scale Modeling
For the second hypothesis analysis, I have applied Apriori on “chosen scales” of each user’s (figure fig:csv)
data to find a set of the 3 most frequently appearing rating scale designs in the chosen scales set for each
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Table 6.1: The association rule set for few users using Apriori Algorithm
Frequently Chosen Scales Support Confidence Lift
(RYG-star, RYB-star, RYG-Emoji) 0.86667 1.0 1.0
(RYG-Emoji, RYB-Emoji, Emoji) 0.97766 0.9 1.0
(RYG-star, Neutral-star, RYG-Emoji) 0.9 0.8 1.0
(RYG-Emoji, RYB-star, Neutral-star) 1.0 0.8 1.0
Figure 6.3: Analysis of Apriroi algorithm on (A) User’s Chosen Scales scales and (B) Results of
Apriori analysis
user. For most of the dataset, the selected minimum thresholds were: support ≥ 0.7, confidence ≥ 0.8 and
lift ≥ 1.00. The parameters were chosen based on the user data, since I targeted to select only 3 most
frequently chosen scales for each user, the threshold values were chosen to fit the target item set generation
in Apriori. Table 4.1 shows a small portion of the data set (4 out of 187) processed by apriori algorithm.
Apriori algorithm derived the most frequent patterns of rating scales for chosen scales of each user. The
column “Frequently Chosen Scales” presents the rating scales which were most frequently used by individual
users to give true ratings for all products, according to Apriori algorithm. In the first row of the table 1,
RYG-star, RYB-Star and RYG-Emoji were the most frequently used rating scale for a user to give the true
ratings and the respective support, confidence and lift values (which all satisfy their minimum thresholds)for
this set of frequent scales are also shown. For each user,the “Frequently Chosen Scales” can have maximum
3 rating scale deigns which satisfies the minimum thresholds decided by the apriori algorithm. The goal of
using frequent pattern mining on each of the 187 users’ data was to find the most frequently appearing rating
scales of users used to give the true ratings on each products. In order to ensure that the algorithm delivered
the strong and interesting patterns from the dataset, I used both association and correlation analysis for my
hypothesis validation. The frequent data mining process is illustrated in figure fig:apoutput.
As it seen from figure fig:apoutput, the“chosen Scales”isthesetofallratingscalesselectedbyeachuser“themselves”onwhichtheygavetheirtrueratings.Thefrequentlychosenscalesarethescalesfromchosen scaleswhicharemostfrequentlyusedtobyuserswhengivingtrueratings.ByapplyingtheApriorianalysisonthesetofchosen scalesofeachuser, thefrequentlychosenscalesbyusersarederived.
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Figure 6.4: A screenshot of the Eclipse code for percentage calculation on user’s preferred Scale and
common Scale
6.3 Effect of User’s Preferred Scale and Common Scale on User’s
Frequently Chosen Scales
The users have selected their preferred scales and most common scales which are the next factors for validating
the second hypothesis. In figure fig:apoutput, thecolumn“most seen Scale”containsthecommonscaleschosenbyusers.Apriorianalysishasalreadyrevealedthemostfrequentlychosenscalesbyeachuserforgivingtrueratingsoneachproduct.AnempiricaldataanalysistoolinJavawasusedtofindtheactualpercentageofauser
′spreferredscaleandcommonscalesonthefrequentlychosenscalesbythesameuser.Forthistool, thedatasetsfromthefinalresultsofapriorialgorithm, (frequentlychosenscales)infigurefig : apoutputwereusedasinputswithuser
′spreferredratingscaleandmostcommonscales.Thegoalwastofindoutforeachuser, whichinthiscaseiseachrowinthedatabase, whetherthevaluesinpreferred Scaleandmost Seen Scalecolumnsappearinuser′sfrequently chosen Scalescolumn.
The program is developed using Java and implemented on Eclipse IDE. It reads the data file and writes
separate strings for preferred scale, common scale and array of strings for the set of frequently chosen scales
for each user in the data. Then it calls a Boolean function to retrieve the preferred scale present in the
frequently chosen scales values of each user. The function returns true if preferred scale value is present in
the frequently chosen scales array. Then it calls a separate function to count the instances where preferred
scale is present in the frequently chosen scales array and returns the percentage of such instances in the
total count of data in frequently chosen scales array. This same process is repeated for common scale values
as well to find in how many cases both preferred and common scale are present in frequently chosen scales
array. From the output of the analysis, the actual effect of user’s preferred scale and common scale on user’s
frequently chosen scales for giving true ratings can be visualized. The results and their implications of the
analysis is discussed in the next subsection.
6.4 Empirical Evidence for Second Hypothesis
The second hypothesis analyses the effect of user’s preferred rating scale design on the true ratings users
provide for an item, for a user-centric, customized approach for online rating model. If users tend to give the
rating score that reflect how they actually feel about a product on a rating scale design that they like/prefer,
this can be used as a basis for customer rating analysis model in current online marketplace. This section
discusses the empirical evaluation of the first hypothesis.
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Table 6.2: The results showing users giving their true ratings in preferred vs most common rating
scales
The percentage of users using preferred scale for giving their true rating 78.64%
The percentage of users using most common scale for giving their true rating 56.33%
The percentage of users using both scales for giving their true rating 34.22%
The percentage of users using neither scales for giving their true rating 8.6%
6.4.1 Hypothesis 2 Validation
The user survey interface asks users to select the numeric ratings scores that they think are best fitted for
the products they have already rated. The user data is prepared by selecting the scales on which the said
true ratings were provided by each user as shown in figure fig:csv. These scales are termed as “chosen scales”
of each user. The data prepared for each user is analysed by using Apriori algorithm to derive the most
frequently appearing scale designs in each user’s chosen scales. This is called the set of “frequently chosen
scales” and it is identified as the set scales which generates true ratings from a user the most. A statistical
data handler tool is used to find the percentage of preferred scale and common scale in the frequently chosen
scales of each user. Therefore, this analysis reveals whether the most frequently chosen scales of users for
giving the true ratings (according to their opinion) are the preferred scales or the scale they have commonly
been using. The results in table 4.2 shows that major portion of the users, 78.64% have the preferred scale
present in their frequently chosen scales. The commonly used scales appear in the frequently chosen scales
of 56.33% users. However, there were also 34.22% users whose frequently chosen scales had both preferred
and common scales. Also, a small portion of 8.6% users had neither present in the frequently chosen scales.
The statistical analysis and empirical evidence depict the viability of my proposed user preference based
rating scale model in figure fig:frame. The largest portion of users have used the rating scale that they
preferred to give true ratings to each products. However, the second largest population of users used the
commonly seen rating scales designs to give the true ratings as well. The analysis also shows that a consid-
erable percentage of users have used both scales to give true ratings, but this is also due to the fact that a
number of users selected same rating scale as their preferred scale and common scale. The result from the
analysis shows the performance of the preferred rating scale in depicting the user’s “true” or “best-fitted”
rating scores for each product is significant. The novel approach in my work lies in my attempt to ask users
about which rating score fits well for each product and thus including “user-approved” data in the analy-
sis. Rather than just predicting or hypothesizing what the unbiased or true rating score form the user is, I
included user’s own choice for rating scores, i.e. the user-approved true rating of each product.
The results validate the second hypothesis, since the users definitely have used their preferred scale to give
ratings they themselves consider to be true for each product. The first hypothesis already established that
users prefer scales that have strong visual cues. Therefore, it can be said that users give their true ratings in
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scales which are visually richer. This evaluation has paved the way for the next and final hypothesis of my
research: to see what role the visual elements play in actual rating scores. In this case, I worked with actual
rating scores users gave or “user-given” rating. Based on the first two hypotheses alone, the claim that UX
designers should include user’s choice/preference in rating scale designs, can be supported. It can contribute
to obtain the best ratings provided by users and benefit the e-commerce vendors such as Amazon or eBay to
provide a credible and accurate depiction of consumer opinion regarding their products and services.
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7 EFFECT OF VISUAL CUES ON RATING SCORES
The previous chapters presented the first and second hypotheses, which supported the claim that users
select the rating scales which are visually informative as their preferred scale designs and also give their
self-selected “true” ratings using their preferred scales. This chapter presents the evaluation of the third hy-
pothesis by analysing whether users give positive and consistent ratings when using more visually informative
scales. While previous hypotheses both focused on what role does user’s preference of rating scale play in
getting “true ” ratings, the third hypothesis focuses on what role does visual cues/elements play in giving
“true” ratings for each products. It considers the actual rating scores and chosen scores given by users on all
rating scales for each product. Their preference or familiarity with scales and user’s individual choices are
not considered in this analysis. Instead, I analysed the overall rating score of each scale for each products
and the rating score selected as “true” rating by users for each product. This means the actual rating scores
and how they are influenced by visual cues present in them are the basis of this hypothesis. The previous
two hypotheses focused on how users are using the scale, whereas in third hypothesis, I focused on what kind
of ratings each rating scale produced for each products and how the presence and absence of visual cues can
influence ratings. This is termed as “user-given” ratings hereafter.
The users have often relied on visual cues provided by rating scales by assigning meanings to them [91].
These visual cues may include numeric labels to ends of scale [51], spacing between scale points [82] or even
shape of the scale [26]. Certain visual cues can intensify the role of each point in the scale which can assist
users as well to identify between a bad ratings and a good rating. Prior studies have successfully implied
that presence or absence of visual cues have a direct impact on the rating scores of users [89], [90], [35],
often causing a visible shift in the rating score. The effect of adding different labels, numbers and colours on
rating scales have shown positive impact on rating scores in the work by Toepoel and Dilman [88]. My third
hypothesis aims to find how the ratings are influenced by the presence and absence of rating scales and how
it can be an indicator of how users perceive the cues used in my user study.
7.1 Statistical Description of Rating Scores on Six Rating Scales
Data collected in the first and third phase of user study have been used to carry out the empirical evaluation
of the following findings:
Hypothesis 3: Using rating scales with more visual cues creates a positive shift and consistency in the
ratings and true ratings are mostly given by users on these scales.
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Design: Seven factors ( 6 ratings scale designs and chosen rating scores), between subject (products) design.
Subjects: Anonymous participants (187) were asked to rate their used products with all 6 rating scales and
later asked to select the rating score they think is best suited for each product they already rated.
Apparatus: The raw data was collected through the user interface web-application and stored on google
spreadsheets of the researches account via Google APIs.
Similar to the first hypothesis, I have also used both descriptive (Mean, Median, Inter-quartile Range)
and inferential analysis (Wilcoxon test) to analyse the trend of the ratings core provided by each users on all
of the 6 rating scales.
7.2 Mode, Median and Inter Quartile Range
Since the data in the user study is generated from using 5-point Likert scale, the data is ordinal. To understand
what the general response trend of ordinal data, such as central tendency and spread/dispersion, median and
Inter Quartile Range or IQR are used instead of mean and standard deviation respectively. Median is used to
depict how positive or negative the rating scores are on each scales for each product, IQR is used for finding
the consistency or ambivalence of rating scores on each scale and mode is used to analyse which rating scores
are most frequently selected as the “true” ratings for each product.
The central tendency of data reveals what average respondents think or what response is likeliest to be
derived from the data [49]. The spread or dispersion of the data shows whether the responses are clustered
together or scattered across the range of possible values, i.e. it shows how close or far the responses are
scattered across the population [49]. Usually, for continuous data with normal distribution, mean and stan-
dard deviation are used as a measure for central tendency and spread of the data. However, using mean and
standard deviation for ordinal data as in this case, could produce misleading results [12]. Since my user data
is ordinal, median and IQR are considered better fits for statistically describing the datasets. I have also
used mode, which is the measure for the most frequently appearing data on the sample, to analyse the most
popular rating score on each scale which can reveal the performance of each scale in terms of predicting the
rating choices of users.
7.2.1 Median for each Rating Scale
Median is used as a statistical measure for the central tendency of the data, i.e. it shows what the ‘average’
participant thinks, or their ‘likeliest’ response. Figures fig:med1, fig:med2 , fig:med3 show the median of
ratings given by all the users on each of the 21 products, using each of the 6 rating scales. The medians
are shown by taking 7 products at a time due to spacing convenience. In figure fig:med1, the median of
all the ratings given for KFC using Neutral-star scale is 3, the median for KFC using RYG-star is 3, the
median for KFC using RYG-Emoji is 4 and so on. As evident from the median analysis, it is clear that the
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Figure 7.1: Median of ratings given for first 7 products on all 6 rating scales
Figure 7.2: Median of ratings given for next 7 products on all 6 rating scales
average/likeliest rating scores are higher on the rating scales which has more visual cues such as RYG-Emoji
and RYB-Emoji. Along with these two, the RYG-star figure fig:med2 and RYB-star (figure fig:med3) rating
scales also have comparatively high rating scores, but that can vary from product to product. On the other
hand, rating scale with no or minimal visual cues as Neutral -Star and Emoji have consistently lower median
for all products compared to visually rich scales.
The median of chosen ratings is reflects the central trend numeric rating for a rating scale, i.e. the middle
point of the ratings score distribution of each rating scale. It is evident from figures fig:med1, fig:med2 and
fig:med3 that the users’ chosen ratings have a higher median which is more similar to the median observed
on visually informative scale such as RYG-Emoji , RYB-Emoji and RYG-star.
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Figure 7.3: Median of ratings given for next 7 products on all 6 rating scales
7.2.2 IQR for Each Rating Scale
The IQR is a measure of spread/dispersion of the responses i.e. how strongly respondents agree with each
other on a particular topic. A high IQR of a rating scale in this study, therefore, means the rating scores
on that rating scale is less consistent across all the population (participants of the study), so the users are
divided into different ratings for the same product using that rating scale. Some users may gave it a high
score and some may gave it a low score. Subsequently, a low IQR of a rating scale means the ratings given
on a rating scale is clustered together, so the users have mostly agreed upon the ratings they gave on the
product using that rating scale. The users have mostly given similar ratings using this scale, which resulted
in low spread/IQR score. Figures fig:iqr1, fig:iqr2 and fig:iqr3 show the IQR of all the products using all 6
rating scales. The IQR of the visually informative scale RYG-Emoji has the lowest IQR fo all products. Also
RYB-Emoji and RYG-star has low IQR for most of the products except for figure fig:iqr1. The least visually
rich scale Neutral-Star has the highest IQR and Emoji and RYB-star also has pretty high IQR compared to
other scales. This analysis clearly depicts that users have given consistent ratings while using rating scales
which have more visual cues such as RYG-Emoji, RYB-Emoji and RYG-star. The rating scales with no to
minimal visual ques such as Neutral-star and Emoji has high IQR across all products and RYG-star also has
pretty high IQR across almost all products.
7.2.3 Mode of Rating Scales: Frequency Analysis from User-Given Data
Mode is a statistical measure for he value that appears most frequently in a data set. observed value in a set
of data and it is a measure for central tendency of a dataset. For example in our case, the mode for a product
would be the most frequently given ratings for the product using each scale. If the most frequently appearing
value for a product is 4, then the graph shows the number of users who gave 4 on the each scales in figure
fig:datamode.Thesamepatternisobservedincaseofthemodeofusers
′ownchosentrueratingsoneachproductinfigurefig : modechoice.Bycalculatingmodeforeachratingscalescaleforallproducts, themostfrequentlyappearingratingscorebetween1to5onagivenscalecanbeobservedandthus, thechosenratingsofaproductrespecttothescalesisreflectedthroughthemode.
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Figure 7.4: IQR of ratings given for first 7 products on all 6 rating scales
Out of all the products, I have shown the products mode which are rated most by the users. Users were
first asked to select which products they have used before, the users were only asked to rate the products they
selected as “used before”. Figure fig:products shows the products and the percentage of users who selected
them for rating. For presentation convenience, only the mode calculation process of Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, Gmail and Facebook are shown in this section. The overall result of mode is shown for all products.
The mode for each products are represented by each 6 rating scales in two different ways:
1) Mode represented from the rating score data
2) Mode represented from the chosen ratings of users.
7.2.4 Mode Represented by Rating Scores Data
Figure fig:productmodeshowsthemodeforthemostpopularproductsformtheuserstudy.Themodeofgmailis4, whichmeans4out5istheratingscorethatmostfrequentlyappearedforratingthisproducts.Now4out5ratingsisgivenby120usersonNeutral−
starscale, 152usersonRY G−starscale, 156usersRY G−Emojiscale, 114usersonRY B−Emojiscale, 127usersonEmojiscaleand116usersonRY B−
starscale.Thesamewayeachoftheproductsmodeispresentedinfigurefig : productmode.Thisshowswhichoneofthe6ratingsscalespredictsthepopularratingscoresforaproduct.Theoverallpredictionofmodeforeachproductsforeachscaleisshowninfigurefig : datamode.
Figure fig:datamodeshowstheaveragenumberofusersperproductwhousedeachratingscaletogivetheratingthatisthemodevalueforthatproduct.Therefore, theratingscalesRY G−
star,RY G−EmojiandRY B−Emojiscalesaretheoneswhichwereutilizedmoreforgivingthemostfrequentratingsforaproducts.Theratingscaleswhichdepictsthemostfrequentratingscores, aretheoneswhichhavevisualcuesandcolourmetaphorspresentinthem.Thiscanbeevidentfromthismodeanalysisthatusersusethesevisuallyricherscalestorateproductswiththemostacceptedscore.Thisfrequentscoreisderivedfromthecollectedratingscoresandtheusersself−
selectedratingsforeachscaleisnotafactorhere.
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Figure 7.5: IQR of ratings given for next 7 products on all 6 rating scales
7.2.5 Mode Represented by Chosen Ratings for Each Product
After rating each products, the numeric value of each rating given on each of the six scale for each of the
selected products was shown to the users and asked to select which value they think is best-suited for the
product. the users selected value from their own given rating is stored and they were termed as “chosen
rating” for each product. For example, if a user has rated Mozilla Firefox using 6 different scales and the
ratings given on each scale were 4, 3, 4, 4, 4, 3, then these ratings are shown to users and asked to chose
the best one among them. If the user chose 4, then 4 out of 5 is the “chosen rating” of Mozilla Firefox for
this user. The process is shown in figure fig:choice
The mode of “chosen rating” for each products is calculated, i.e. for a particular product, which of the
1,2,3,4,5 scores is most frequently chosen as “chosen rating”? The same process is repeated to find out
which one of the rating scales can reflect the chosen rating of the product most which is illustrated in figure
fig:choicemode and only the 4 products are shown here. Figure fig:choicemode shows that the mode of the
chosen ratings for gmail is 4 out of 5, which means most users have chosen 4 out of 5 as the best suited
rating for gmail. RYG-star scale has the highest number of 4 out of 5 rating for gmail, second highest being
RYG-Emoji. From this data, it is evident that most of the time, RYG-Emoji and RYG-star has been used
to give the chosen ratings of users for a product.
The total data representation for all products with all rating scales in terms of chosen ratings is shown in
figure fig:modechoice. It is evident form the figure the when the mode is considered in terms of users’ “chosen
ratings” for each product, the RYG-Emoji and RYB-Emoji scales predicts the mode best, since these two
scales have the highest average of users giving the mode value as rating scores for each products.
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Figure 7.6: IQR of ratings given for next 7 products on all 6 rating scales
7.3 Result and Interpretation for Hypothesis 3
The result from third hypothesis validates the claim that users give comparatively positive ratings on visually
informative scales. It also shows that users give consistent ratings while using visually rich scales for a product.
Additionally, the analysis revealed that the ratings scores given on visually rich scales are mostly chosen as
“true” ratings for each product. These findings and results results are discussed below.
7.3.1 Major Findings in Median Analysis
From the median analysis, depicted in figures fig:med1, fig:med2 and fig:med3 the central tendency of rating
scores for each scale for each product is shown. It each colour block shows the median for a product on the
ratings scales. For instance, in figure fig:med1, the median of all the rating scores given by all users who
rated crest toothpaste using each scale is shown by using the yellow block. The median of ratings given
for Crest toothpaste is 3 on Neutral-star and RYG-star, 4 on RYG-Emoji, RYB-Emoji and RYB-star. The
chosen rating values are the user selected true ratings of crest toothpaste and the median of the chosen
rating for crest toothpaste is 4. If all products in all three figures are observed, it is seen that in most cases,
the median of rating scores for a product is comparatively higher in visually rich rating scales, specially in
RYG-Emoji, RYB-Emoji and RYG-star scales. On the contrary, the rating scales which offers less visual
cues such as Neutral-star and Emoji have low median scores for almost all products. The most interesting
observation that can be made here, is that the user chosen rating for each product (shown using the same
colour block) always has the higher median value, just like the ones seen in RYG-Emoji or RYB-Emoji rating
scales. Another finding from median study is the fact that RYB-star has also yielded lower median value
despite offering visual cues using colour scheme (warm-cool).
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Figure 7.7: Percentage of users for product selection and ratings
Figure 7.8: A display of mode for most popular products based on rating score data
RYG-Emoji and RYB-Emoji scales have the highest median value, with RYG-star in the second highest
median. These scales offer both visual cues : colour and icon where as RYG-star offers only colour metaphor.
RYB-star had lower median which can be connected to the fact that only using warm cool metaphor may
not be enough to draw users’ attention since this is not a very popular colour metaphor and it is more subtle.
However, using warm cool metaphor with emoji has drastically changed the score for RYB-Emoji. On the
other hand, the traffic -light metaphor is widely used across the world which may have acted as a factor
while giving higher rating score using only the colour scheme in RYG-star scale. The major takeaway from
the median of all rating scale is that users have definitely been influenced by the visual cues offered by the
rating scales which reflected on their rating scores. The rating scales with no or minimal/lesser known visual
cues such as Neutral-star, Emoji, RYB-star has lower median. Therefore, using visual cues can elicit positive
ratings from users, while using less visual cues can shift the users’ rating scores to a more middle or lower
end of the rating scale.
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Figure 7.9: Mode for all products from user rating data
Figure 7.10: Users selecting the chosen rating for Mozilla Firefox
7.3.2 Major Findings in IQR analysis
The IQR analysis in figures fig:iqr1, fig:iqr2 and fig:iqr3, show the consistency of the ratings given on each
scale for each product in the same manner as median, by using individual colour blocks for each products.
In figure fig:iqr2, the IQR value for ratings given to LinkedIn using Neutral-star scale is 2, which means
the ratings given for LinkedIN using this scale can vary with an average difference of 2 points from user to
user. For RYG-star, the IQR is 0.75, for RYG-Emoji and Emoji it is 1, for RYB-Emoji and RYB-star it
is 1.5. These values suggest that the difference of users’ ratings given on LinkedIn while using less visually
rich scales such as Neutral-star is pretty wide. However, the user ratings using RYG–Emoji, RYG-star have
less IQR, which means user ratings differed less with these scales. The total IQR analysis shows that users
gave same ratings or least diverse ratings using RYG-Emoji rating scale. Users’ ratings varied widely across
Neutral-star and Emoji scales on the same product. Ratings on RYB-Emoji and RYG-star have been less
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Figure 7.11: A display of mode of chosen ratings for most popular products
Figure 7.12: Mode of chosen ratings for all products
diverse than those on Neutral-star and emoji scale, but way less consistent than RYG-Emoji scale.
Therefore, the IQR analysis revealed that when using the visually informative scales, users tend to give
consistent ratings, rather than when they are using a less visually rich scale. The visual cues offered in the
rating scale RYG-Emoji or RYB-Emoji can help users make a stronger decision regarding what rating to
give a product and the users tend to be consistent in their rating behaviour more. On the other hand, when
using a rating scale that offers them no visual aid in rating process, users tend to give random ratings to
the product using that scale, which eventually results in inconsistent ratings. For instance, a test case can
be made in terms of the product Internet Explorer rating scores. The median analysis in figure fig:med1
showed that the average rating score for internet explorer is lower than other products, i.e. users do not like
this browser. In the IQR analysis of Internet Explorer on figure fig:iqr1, it is clear that this low rating is
pretty consistent while using RYG-Star and RYG-Emoji scale, (they both have IQR 0.75). Therefore, it can
be stated that when rating scales offer more visual cues, users give strong and consistent opinions about the
product they are rating using that scale.
7.3.3 Mode analysis: Data Mode and Chosen Rating Mode
Mode analysis is shown in two cases: considering users; chosen ratings (user’s choice perspective) and consider-
ing only the rating scores from data (rating score data perspective). From the rating scores data perspective in
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figure fig:datamode, itisevidentthatthemostcommonratingscoreforaproductisusuallyobtainedontheRY G −
Emoji,RY G−StarandRY B−Emojiratingscales.Thismeansthattheseratingscalesweremosteffectiveincapturingthemostcommonreview/opinionaboutaproduct.
Then from the user’s choice perspective, the same mode analysis is conducted on the user’s own chosen
ratings for a product, to see which of the rating scales captured the user’s self-selected “true” ratings for each
product best. It is evident in figure fig:modechoice that RYG-Emoji and RYB-Emoji are the two scales where
the chosen score for a product was given. Therefore these two scales were most effective in capturing the
“true” opinion/review about a product according to users. The users ratings, be it the actual most common
ratings score for a product and the true ratings of a product, both are captures well by the the rating scales
which offered more visual cues. On the other hand, the rating scales with less visual cues such as Neutral
-star and Emoji have poor performance in both cases for predicting users’ popular or true opinion/ratings of
a product.
Table 7.1: Wilcoxon signed rank test for ratings on all products
Pairwise Comparison Z-Value p-Value




Neutral-Star and Ryg-star -4.38 0.000
Neutral-Star and Ryb-star -2.45 0.042
Emoji and Ryg-Emoji -3.18 0.000
Emoji and Ryb-Emoji -5.67 0.000
Emoji and Ryg-star -3.89 0.000
Emoji and Ryb-star -2.13 0.023
Neutral-Star and Emoji -0.78 0.322
7.3.4 Validation of Difference of Ratings on Each Scale: Wilcoxon Ranks Test
In order to validate the findings, Wilcoxon signed rank test was conducted on the ratings of each rating scales
for each product. The results showed significant differences among ratings given using six different scales
for most products except Internet Explorer, Office 365 and Microsoft photos. For these three products, the
null hypothesis was not rejected (p >0.005) for Neutral-star and Emoji rating scales. This means for these
products, the ratings given on Neutral-star and Emoji did not have any significant difference. The results
of the statistical analysis of the ratings given on visually rich scales RYG-Emoji, RYB-Emoji, RYB-star and
RYB-Emoji with less visually rich scales Neutral-Star and Emoji are shown in table 7.1. The highlighted
values are the pairs which showed significant differences.
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The results from the statistical and empirical analysis can support the third hypothesis stating that users
using a visually informative scale can elicit positive ratings from users compared to less visually effective
scales. The rating scales which offer visual cues to assist users can influence users to give solid and consistent
ratings for the products as well as capture the most popular and true opinion of users much better that rating
scales which does not provide any visual aid to users.
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8 DISCUSSION AND CONTRIBUTION
The three proposed hypotheses in this research collectively form the foundation of a user-preference ori-
ented approach for the rating collection system in recommender and e-commerce systems. The UX designers
generally take a common one-size-fits-all approach when it comes to providing rating tools to users whereas
these ratings can make or break a product/service in today’s climate. Most UX or UI design elements base
the rating system on what seems to be the popular choice, rather than customizing the rating tools based
on how users want it. This arbitrary nature of rating scales pose a serious user experience (UX) problem [3].
The proposed rating system works both ways: it allows users to choose their own rating scales with visual
cues and colour shading that makes them more comfortable in rating process which in turn can elicit the true
/accurate ratings from them. On the other hand, the use of meaningful icons and colour metaphors creates
a consistency and positive shift in the ratings which means their ratings are more reliable and less negative,
which is very useful for the online product sale and recommendation process. The results and contribution
of research implications of my thesis are discussed in this chapter.
8.1 Hypothesis Validation
The workflow of the hypothesis validation is shown in figure fig:wf.
Figure 8.1: Workflow of research process and inference
The three hypotheses proposed in my work have all been validated using different statistical and empirical
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tools. The validated hypothesis and their contributions are shown below:
8.1.1 Validating Hypothesis 1
Users prefer a rating scale which provides visual cues that assist users in their rating process, overrating
scales they most familiar with on the internet.
The validation of first hypothesis was based on data analysis from the ratings of users on each scale and the
rating scale selected as preferred and most common. The following steps were takes to validate the data:
1. The boxplot and histogram analysis of all the ratings collected on the preferred and most common
rating scale selected by users in figure fig:box and fig:hist.
2. Spearman correlation analysis on the rating scores provided on each scales in table 5.1.
3. Finally Wilcoxon test was performed on each rating scales to validate the difference between ratings.
8.1.2 Validating Hypothesis 2
Users provide their true ratings when using rating scale designs they prefer themselves.
The validation of second hypothesis was based on frequent data mining and association rule mining from
the user-approved ratings for each product, the rating scales on which chosen ratings were provided and the
preferred and most common scale chosen by users. The following steps were takes to validate the data:
1. The data collected from user survey with chosen ratings and chosen rating scales were analysed using Apriori
algorithm to derive the most frequently associated rating scales for each user as shown in table 4.1 and figure
fig:apoutput.EmpiricalanalyticaltoolusedonthesetofchosenscalederivedfromthefrequentpatternminingusingAprioiandthepreferredandmostcommonlysuedscalesandresultsareshownintable4.2.
8.1.3 Validating Hypothesis 3
Using rating scales with more visual cues creates a positive shift and consistency in the ratings and true
ratings are mostly given by users on such scales. The validation of third hypothesis was based on data from
actual rating scores of users given on each products on each rating scale. The following steps were takes to
validate the data:
2.1 The data collected from user survey are analysed using descriptive statistics median, IQR and mode anal-
ysis, results shown in figure fig:med1, fig:med2, fig:med3, fig:iqr1, fig:iqr2, fig:iqr3, fig:modechoice and
fig:datamode.F inallyWilcoxontestwasperformedonratingsprovidedoneachscaleforeachproducttovalidatethedifferenceofratings.
2. Research Question 1: Do users prefer the rating scale they are most accustomed to, or do they prefer
scales which have more visual cues?
The users were asked to select which of the 6 scales would they like most and which one they have seen/used
most on internet. The results show that although 86.4% of users commonly saw the Neutral-star rating
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scale online, 54.75% preferred RYG-Emoji scale as the preferred one, as opposed to 21.08% who choose the
Neutral-star as their preferred scale. The rating scale RYG-Emoji has both visual icon and colour metaphor
which serve as visual cues to ignite emotional response in users to help in their rating process.
Research Question 2: Do users rate differently on the scale that they prefer than on the scale they are
most accustomed to? If so, how significant is the difference of rating scores they give using the two scales?
The histogram and box plot clearly show that the ratings given on the preferred scale of users and most
commonly selected scales are different on same products. The correlation analysis between two ratings on
preferred scale and most common scale shows a weak correlation (0.249519) which indicates that the ratings
on these scales are not dependent on each other.
Research Question 3: Do users give the rating that they truly believe the product deserves (called hereafter
true rating) on a scale that they prefer?
Frequent data mining pattern analysis using Apriori algorithm and statistical evaluation tool showed that
users selected the ratings (which users themselves think are best-suited for each product), are for the most
parts, given by using rating scales the users preferred. The percentage of of users who gave their true ratings
on their preferred scale in 78.64%, whereas the percentage of of users who gave their true ratings on their
most commonly used scale is 56.33%.
Research Question 4: Do users give their true ratings for a product using scales with more visual cues
than scales which have less visual cues?
The research question 4 can be derived from the answers from research question 1 and 3. From question 1
, it is demonstrated that users have selected rating scales with visual cues as their “preferred” scales. From
question 1, it has been deduced that users clearly gave their own approved best/“true” ratings on scales they
prefer. Therefore, it can be concluded that users tend to give true/best fitted ratings when they are using
ratings scales with more visual cues, such as RYG-Emoji, than neutral monotone scales such as Neutral-star.
Research Question 5: Does using rating scales which contain more visual cues impact the consistency of
ratings given by users and cause any positive /negative shift of the ratings?
The median and IQR analysis for the ratings given on each scale for each product show that when users are
using rating scales with visually rich connotations such as RYG-Emoji, RYb-Emoji scales, the ratings tend
to have a slight positive shift compared to scales which offer no distinct visual cues (Neutral-star) or little
visual cues (Emoji). The users are more critical of a product or they tend to stay in the neutral or middle
ground when using a rating scale that offers no visual cues to help them. It can be stated that red-yellow
-green or traffic-light scheme is a lot more familiar to users than red-yellow-blue or warm-cool colour scheme,
which is more subtle and works on a more subdued cognitive level than traffic-light metaphor. This can be
a possible reason why users tend to allow RYG-Star to have a prominent effect than RYB-star, even though
they have same icons. However, when RYB-Emoji scale is use, both colour and emoji icon together have
influenced users nearly as much as RYG-Emoji scale. The IQR analysis showed that when users are using
visually rich scales, their ratings given to a particular product stayed consistent compared to less visually
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informative scales. On the other hand when they are using less visually rich scales, their ratings are less
consistent across the same product, which is an indication that using rating scales which does not reduce the
cognitive load of users can cause users to give random ratings which are not reliable.
Research Question 6: Does using rating scales which have visual cues impact the most frequent rating
value given on a particular product?
The mode analysis of each rating scale shows that the most frequent rating score for a given product is mostly
given on using rating scales which offer more visual cues such as RYG-Emoji than less visually informative
scales such as Neutral-star scale. For instance, if the most commonly given rating score for Facebook is 4 out
of 5, then this 4 out of 5 rating is most given on RYG-Emoji scale. On the other hand, the most commonly
given rating on Neutral-star scale is 3 out of 5. This can conclude that the visually rich scales can predict
the popular rating choice of users better than other generic scales.
8.2 Research Contributions and Recommendations
Online ratings are used by vendors to understand user interest and demand and helps improve the quality
of service. Inaccurate depiction of user feedback can lead to misinterpretation of user interest and result in
inefficient services on system’s part. The credibility of user rating depends on how seriously or actively users
participate in rating process. The visual presentation of rating scale has significant impact on the rating
behaviour of users. To this best of my knowledge, this thesis is the first research to examine the role of user
preference in rating scales for generating the true or best-fitted ratings from users. The thesis also provides
an in-depth analysis of how using strong visual cues can affect users in selecting the true ratings (according
to users themselves) for an item. The following insights can be stated as contributions from my research that
can be utilized for rating system design:
1. Improving Current Rating System by Considering User Preference in Choosing Rating
Scale: E-commerce systems, recommender systems, online marketplaces depend on customizing user’s
needs based on their personalized choices. The research suggests that the online vendors should also
consider including user’s choice when it comes to rating scales. My analysis shows that the current
rating system, where a one-size-fits-all rating scale design approach is used is not necessarily what users
like and it can degrade the quality of user opinion and feedback collected by the system.
2. Reliable Feedback Leading to Better Customer Service: Findings from my research show that
most users give ratings they truly think a product deserves when they are using a rating scale of their
own choice. Therefore, in order to build a credible and useful feedback mechanism, users should be
allowed to rate using the scale of their own choice, not what the system wants them to use. Giving
true feedback eventually results in feedback that provides real insight into users interests and opinions.
This is a scope for online vendors to improve product quality or service in accordance with what users
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need. If personalized ratings system can mitigate different biases associated with user rating, it paints
a clearer picture of actual user feedback. UX designers should employ mechanisms to allow users to
choose the rating scale of their choice. This will improve the user feedback quality and in turn, enhance
the efficiency of online businesses and user satisfaction.
3. Visual Cues to Assist Users in Choosing Best Ratings: The study shows when it comes to
including options to give to users for rating scales, visual cues which have emotional connotations are
particularly useful. For example, when users are using a scale with simple star icons, they do not have
any emotional response to it, which can translate to the ratings they give as well. They tend to be
less attentive to what ratings they are giving or give negative ratings without much thought. When
the stars are replaced by human emojis, which has emotional elements, users can relate to it and steer
away from insincere or extremely negative ratings. Similarly, when a widely popular colour metaphor
such as red for negative, yellow for medium and green for positive is used on rating scale, it makes users
more aware of each rating value on a scale. The research shows that users tend to choose such visually
informative scales more than other options, which in turn helps them giving true ratings for a product.
Even when the preference of scale is taken out of picture, the users chose the ratings on visually rich
scales to be the true rating for the products. Therefore, including rating scales with meaningful visual
elements can be effective for coaxing users into giving less negative and more sincere ratings.
4. Visual Cues in Rating Scales Reduces Negative WOM: The results from research showed that
when rating scales have more meaningful visual cues such as colour metaphors or emoji, the ratings
on such scales tend to be more positive and consistent across the products. Since WOM in the main
factor in success or failure of online marketplace, using meaningful visual cues in rating scales can help
reduce extreme negative ratings from users.
5. Demonstrating that Online Seller and Buyer Both are Benefited from a Preference-based
Rating System Approach: Including user preference in rating system and meaningful visual elements
in rating scales can serve both parties included in online business and recommender systems. Giving
users a personalized rating scale mechanism can assist them in expressing the real opinion about their
interests and experiences. Their reliable feedback in turn can improve the customer service, product
quality and build trust between buyers and sellers. Large volume of negative ratings is one of the
key factors that can affect consumer’s buying decisions and hamper the trust they have on the seller.
Therefore, using visual cues to reduce extreme negative ratings can help online vendors in making
necessary modifications without losing consumers due to negative social influence bias.
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9 CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
WORKS
The user study designed for this thesis used six different rating scale deigns to elicit ratings of users for
products they have used before. The study then asked users to select their preferred scale and commonly used
scales and select the numeric ratings they think suits the product best. The results and analysis demonstrated
that users prefer rating scales with visual cues than neutral rating scales and this preference contributes in
obtaining true ratings from them as well. The true ratings of users for a products are assessed based on users
own selected or approved rating scores. This finding is significant in terms of getting reliable user feedback,
which is indispensable for successful online business ventures. Including user preference in rating scales for
e-commerce and online recommender systems can improve user engagement in rating process and including
meaningful visual cues can ensure accuracy in terms of getting useful user feedback.
9.1 Limitations
Despite the contributions of the thesis, the work also has some limitations.
1. The study goals were to investigate the effect of individual user choices regarding rating scale designs
but it did not consider the participants demographic and personality traits into account. Studies already
explored the role of personality traits and cultural background on rating [46]. Age and gender can also
play a role in persuading users [72]. The study suggests that users should get chance to select rating
scale deign they like and rating scales should have strong visual cues to help users give the best ratings.
Since users have to choose from a limited number of options of rating scale designs, it is important to
include users age gender , cultures as important factors to understand what kind of visual design is
better fit for rating options for users.
2. The experiment was conducted on users rating products they have already used before , which means
the users might already have a strong opinion of the products performance which can be rigid despite
using different rating scales. Recalling the actual ratings they have in mind might be a bit easier, which
can make the actual effect of different visual cues of rating scales a bit biased. Previous literature
already showed that the objects being rated [17] and the previous experience of users with ratings [61].
Using a rating task for something they not experienced before, such as a joke or an image measuring
how funny or attractive it is respectively can give a better insight on the actual effect of rating scale.
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3. The thesis used familiar metaphors such as traffic lights and emojis, which is not completely novel
rating scale design to users. By using an altered version of existing rating formats such as using green
as negative and red as positive colour, the effectiveness of visual cues could have been better analysed.
4. The effect of using visual cues in rating scales only conducts a quantitative analysis of user survey. The
actual insights for preferring a certain scale and which feature of the scale (icons or colour) appealed
more to the could have acted as a qualitative element to the validation of proposed framework.
These limitations can be addressed with further development and extended research on the same proposed
framework and the future works related to this thesis are discussed in next section.
9.2 Future Work
The research works and analysis in this thesis provided an understanding and awareness of the relationship
between user preference and true rating scores, as well as the role of visual cues in both of them. The future
works added to the extension of this proposed framework can be as follows:
1. Customizing Rating Systems based on Demographics: The role of certain demographic features
of users such as age and gender in the rating behaviour of users while using rating scales can be the
next step to create a truly adaptive customized rating system. It has already been explored that age
and gender play a vital role when it comes to emotional and social persuasion in [72]. Young people
may prefer more colourful presentation while matured participants can prefer verbal labeling. It will
be interesting to investigate how users are going to react to the rating model when tailored to their
demographics as opposed to the randomization approach employed in this study.
2. Experiments with Unforeseen Visual Cues: It will be certainly an interesting to use novel and
unforeseen visual features in rating scales such as using red as a positive hue and green as a negative
hue. This can help identify the contrast between the effect of visual cues and actual feeling of users.
3. Tailoring the Rating model on Participants Personality: The personality of users play a strong
role in the rating scores [16]. Same visual cues can represent a different aesthetic to people of different
personalities. Tailoring the rating scale model study to consider user personality can add to the efficiency
of system more.
4. Follow-Up Study with Diverse Itemset: Current study in my research only uses daily common
items for user rating. Online services are available for every aspect of life such as car-sharing (Uber,
Lyft), food-delivery(Uber Eats, Foodpanda), traveling (Yelp) and so on. A follow-up study with differ-
ent kinds of products and services can help identify how preference of rating scale and visual cues can
vary depending on the object being rated.
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The findings and contributions of this thesis can lead avenues for user-centric approach in rating system. The
designs and results discussed here build off of a vast amount of practical and theoretical prior literature, and
I hope that my work can serve as a launch pad for UX designers and online merchants in advancing the field
even further and serve purpose of building customized online feedback mechanism.
Online WOM is the key factor in product sales in e-commerce and recommnder systems, and the WOM
manifests from collecting user ratings. Still, online rating systems require attention from UX designers
and online service providers given this is what attracts and promotes products to users in online spheres.
Persuading users to leave useful ratings that reflect their interest and experience can help both the parties
involved in online marketplace. This thesis proposes a user preference based rating scale framework that can
provide insight and initial guideline to UX designers for future development in rating systems. The thesis
adapted a novel approach conducting experiments with user’s own approved rating outcomes to identify
which ratings are actually useful and true to what users feel about products. This approach supports the
validity of my proposed hypotheses, both in terms of user’s conscious opinion and user given ratings. Both
user-approved and user-given data showed similar outcomes, as in user giving true ratings by using preferred
scales and strong visual cues getting the preference of users. Rating scales using visual cues were preferred
by users, and user-preferred scales elicited the true ratings of users; this finding is a step towards building
more credible online commerce sites. More valid and reliable user ratings equal useful WOM, which brings
out scopes of improving service, which eventually results in better customer service, thus increasing product
sales. These findings can contribute as an initial guideline and offer interesting insights which can lead the
way for future development in rating scale systems for e-commerce and recommender systems.
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